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ABSTRACT: The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is a proposed future high-luminosity linear
electron-positron collider operating at three energy stages, with nominal centre-of-mass energies√
s = 380GeV, 1.5TeV, and 3TeV. Its aim is to explore the energy frontier, providing sensitivity
to physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) and precision measurements of Standard Model pro-
cesses with an emphasis on Higgs boson and top-quark physics. The opportunities for top-quark
physics at CLIC are discussed in this paper. The initial stage of operation focuses on top-quark pair
production measurements, as well as the search for rare flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC)
top-quark decays. It also includes a top-quark pair production threshold scan around 350 GeV
which provides a precise measurement of the top-quark mass in a well-defined theoretical frame-
work. At the higher-energy stages, studies are made of top-quark pairs produced in association with
other particles. A study of ttH production including the extraction of the top Yukawa coupling is
presented as well as a study of vector boson fusion (VBF) production, which gives direct access to
high-energy electroweak interactions. Operation above 1 TeV leads to more highly collimated jet
environments where dedicated methods are used to analyse the jet constituents. These techniques
enable studies of the top-quark pair production, and hence the sensitivity to BSM physics, to be
extended to higher energies. This paper also includes phenomenological interpretations that may
be performed using the results from the extensive top-quark physics programme at CLIC.
KEYWORDS: Electron-positron collisions, Top quark physics
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1 Introduction
As the heaviest known fundamental particle, the top quark provides a unique probe of the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics and occupies an important role in many theories of new physics
beyond the SM (BSM). So far the top quark has been produced only in hadron collisions, at the
Tevatron and Large Hadron Collider (LHC); however, top-quark production in electron-positron
collisions would herald a new frontier of complementary and improved precision measurements.
For example: a top-quark pair production threshold scan would provide a precise measurement
of the top-quark mass, which is a fundamental SM parameter; precise measurements of top-quark
production observables could give unique sensitivity to new physics effects, as could the search for
rare top-quark decays; new particles could be observed that couple preferentially to top quarks; and
improved measurements of the top Yukawa coupling could further illuminate the Higgs sector.
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is a proposed multi-TeV high-luminosity linear e+e− collider
that is currently under development as a possible large-scale installation at CERN. It is based on
a unique and innovative two-beam acceleration technique that can reach accelerating gradients of
100 MV/m. CLIC is proposed as a staged collider providing high-luminosity e+e− collisions at
centre-of-mass energies,
√
s, from a few hundred GeV up to 3 TeV [1]. Top-quark pair production
is accessible at the first energy stage, and an energy scan over the tt production threshold is also
proposed. The higher-energy stages will supplement the initial energy datasets with large samples
of top quarks, further enhancing the sensitivity to new physics.
The following sections describe the CLIC experimental conditions, an overview of top-quark pro-
duction at CLIC, the theoretical description of top-quark production and decay, and the simula-
tion and event reconstruction used for the subsequent studies, including dedicated identification
of boosted top quarks. Thereafter, sections are dedicated to measurements of the top-quark mass,
top-quark pair production, the study of the associated production of top quarks and a Higgs boson,
top-quark production through vector boson fusion, and searches for rare flavour-changing neutral
– 1 –
current (FCNC) top-quark decays. Measurements are considered at all energy stages of the col-
lider. Finally, the phenomenological interpretation of these measurements is discussed. The work
is carried out in the context of the CLIC Detector and Physics (CLICdp) collaboration.
2 Experimental environment at CLIC
The CLIC accelerator technology produces a unique beam structure that results in the need for
specially-developed detector concepts to allow precise reconstruction of complex final states up
to multi-TeV centre-of-mass energies. The accelerator, energy staging, and detector concepts are
introduced in the following sections.
2.1 Accelerator and beam conditions
CLIC is based on room-temperature accelerating structures in a two-beam scheme. Power from
a low-energy, high-current drive beam is extracted to generate radio-frequency power at 12 GHz,
which is used to accelerate the main particle beams. Accelerating gradients exceeding 100 MV/m
have been demonstrated at the CLIC test facility, CTF3 [2], enabling a compact collider design.
Each bunch train consists of 312 bunches (352 bunches for the initial energy stage) with 0.5 ns
between bunch crossings at the interaction point, with a bunch train repetition rate of 50 Hz. The
beam emittance is reduced in damping rings in the injector complex, and very small emittances are
maintained through the accelerator chain, so that the resulting beams are highly-focused and intense
in order to produce high instantaneous luminosities. This results in significant beamstrahlungi [3],
which means that although the average number of hard e+e− interactions per single bunch train
crossing is less than one, there are high rates of two-photon processes that deposit additional energy
in the detector [4]. Furthermore, the beamstrahlung results in a long lower-energy tail to the lumi-
nosity spectrum, as shown in Figure 1 for operation at
√
s = 380GeV and 3TeV [4]. The fractions
of the total luminosity delivered above 99% of the nominal
√
s are given in Table 1, and the effect
is seen to be particularly significant at
√
s > 1 TeV. The CLIC detector design and event recon-
struction techniques are optimised to mitigate the influence of the beam-induced backgrounds, as
discussed in Section 5.3. The impact of initial-state radiation (ISR) on the effective centre-of-mass
energy is similar to that of beamstrahlung.
2.2 Staging scenario
To maximise the physics potential of CLIC, runs are foreseen at three energy stages [1]. Initial
operation is at
√
s = 380GeV, and will also incorporate an energy scan over the tt production
threshold around
√
s= 350GeV. The second stage is at
√
s= 1.5 TeV, which is the highest collision
energy reachable with a single CLIC drive beam complex. The second-stage energy of 1.5 TeV has
recently been adopted and will be used for future studies. In the work presented here, the previous
baseline of 1.4 TeV is used. The third stage of
√
s = 3 TeV is the ultimate energy of CLIC, and
iRadiation of photons from the colliding electrons or positrons in the electric field of the other beam.
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Figure 1: The luminosity spectra for CLIC operating at
√
s= 380GeV and 3TeV, where xs denotes
the ratio of the effective centre-of-mass energy after beamstrahlung,
√
s′, to the nominal centre-of-
mass energy
√
s [4].
√
s = 380 GeV 1.5 TeV 3 TeV
Total instantaneous luminosity / 1034 cm−2s−1 1.5 3.7 5.9
Total integrated luminosity / ab−1 1.0 2.5 5.0
Fraction of luminosity above 99% of
√
s 60% 38% 34%
Table 1: Instantaneous and integrated luminosities for the baseline CLIC staging scenario, and
fraction of the luminosity delivered above 99% of
√
s [1, 5].
requires two drive beam complexes. The expected instantaneous and total luminosities are given in
Table 1. For the staging scenario assumed in this paper, each stage will consist of five to six years
of operation at the nominal luminosity.
The baseline accelerator design foresees ±80% longitudinal electron spin polarisation by using
GaAs-type cathodes [3], and no positron polarisation. At the initial energy stage equal amounts of
P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80% running are foreseen as this improves the sensitivity to certain
BSM effects [5]. At the same time, the dominant Higgs production mechanism at the initial stage,
Higgsstrahlung, is largely unaffected by the electron polarisation. At the higher-energy stages,
the dominant single- and double-Higgs production mechanisms are through WW-fusion which is
significantly enhanced (by around 80%) for running with -80% electron polarisation, owing to
the underlying chiral structure of the electroweak interaction [6]. However, some +80% electron
polarisation running is desired for improved BSM reach as illustrated in Section 11 of this paper.
A baseline with shared running time for -80% and +80% electron polarisation in the ratio 80:20 is
adopted for the two higher-energy stages [5].
– 3 –
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Figure 2: Longitudinal cross section of the top right quadrant of the CLIC_ILD (left) and
CLIC_SiD (right) detector concepts [4].
2.3 Detectors
The detector concepts, CLIC_ILD and CLIC_SiD, used for the CLIC physics studies described
here and elsewhere [6], are adapted from the ILD [7, 8] and SiD [8, 9] detector concepts for the
International Linear Collider (ILC). Design modifications are motivated by the smaller bunch spac-
ing and different beam conditions as well as the higher-energy collisions at CLIC; both detectors
are optimised for 3TeV. The two detector concepts, shown schematically in Figure 2, are discussed
in detail in [4]. The detectors are described using a right-handed coordinate system with the z-axis
along the electron beam direction, and θ denotes the polar angle from the z-axis. CLIC_SiD em-
ploys central silicon-strip tracking detectors, whereas CLIC_ILD includes a large central gaseous
time projection chamber. In both concepts, the central tracking system is supplemented by silicon-
pixel vertex detectors.
Vertex and tracking systems provide excellent track momentum resolution of σpT/p
2
T . 2 · 10−5
GeV−1 needed for the reconstruction of high-pT charged leptons, as well as high impact parame-
ter resolution, defined by a . 5µm and b . 15µmGeV in σ2d0 = a
2 + b2/(p2 sin3 θ). This allows
accurate vertex reconstruction and enables flavour tagging with clean b-, c- and light-quark jet
separation, crucial for top-quark identification and background rejection at the initial CLIC en-
ergy stage. In highly-boosted top-quark events, a significant fraction of the resulting b-hadrons
decay outside the vertex detector, and the jet environment is dense, motivating the development of
alternative approaches to top-quark reconstruction that do not depend on flavour tagging.
The detector designs feature fine-grained electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters (ECAL and
HCAL) optimised for particle-flow reconstruction, which aims to reconstruct individual particles
within a jet using the combined tracking and calorimeter measurements. The resulting jet-energy
resolution, for isolated central light-quark jets with energy in the range 100GeV to 1TeV, is
σE/E . 3.5%. Strong solenoidal magnets located outside the HCAL provide an axial magnetic
– 4 –
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Figure 3: Cross section as a function of centre-of-mass energy for the main top-quark pair produc-
tion processes at an e+e− collider for a top-quark mass of mt = 174 GeV and a Higgs boson mass
of mH = 125 GeV. The leading-order expectations for unpolarised beams with ISR are shown. The
effect of beamstrahlung is not included.
field of 4 T in CLIC_ILD and 5 T in CLIC_SiD. Two compact electromagnetic calorimeters in
the forward region, LumiCal and BeamCal, allow electrons and photons to be measured down to
around 10 mrad in polar angle; this is particularly important for the determination of the luminosity
spectrum via measurements of Bhabha scattering [10].
The studies reported here assume that a single cell time resolution of 1 ns will be reached in the
calorimeters, and single strip or pixel time resolutions of 3 ns in the silicon detectors. The inte-
gration times used for the formation of clusters are 10 ns in the ECAL, the HCAL endcaps and
in the silicon detectors, and 100 ns in the HCAL barrel. The latter is chosen to account for the
more complex time structure of hadronic showers in the tungsten-based barrel HCAL. With these
parameters, sub-ns time resolution is achieved for reconstructed particle-flow objects consisting of
tracks and calorimeter clusters. This allows energy deposits from hard physics events and those
from beam-induced backgrounds in other bunch-crossings to be sufficiently distinguished.
3 Overview of top-quark production at CLIC
Operation at the initial CLIC energy stage,
√
s = 380GeV, will allow top-quark pair production
with close to maximal cross section as illustrated in Figure 3. The expected cross section, in-
cluding higher-order quantum chromodynamics (QCD) effects and with ISR, is about 700 fb for
unpolarised beams [11].
Top-quark pair production is dominated by the Z∗/γ∗ exchange diagram shown in Figure 4a. The
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Figure 4: Representative diagrams for top-quark production processes relevant at CLIC; (a) tt , (b)
ttνeνe , (c) ttH, (d) ttZ, (e) single-top. The blob in Figure 4b represents the complete amplitude of
the W+W−→ tt Feynman diagram, including potential new physics effects.
dominant top-quark decay mode in the SM is to a b-quark and W boson (about 99.8%). The
topology of the tt → 6-fermion final state is defined by the decay channels of the two W bosons.
Most of the analyses described in this paper consider fully-hadronic events, where both W bosons
decay hadronically, or semi-leptonic events, where one of the W bosons decays to a lepton and
a neutrino and the other W boson decays hadronically. Fully-leptonic events, which account for
about 11% of the events, have not been studied so far.
The contribution from non-tt processes, such as single-top production (see Figure 4e) and triple
gauge boson production, to the inclusive e+e− → 6-fermion process cannot be fully separated
due to interference. At
√
s = 380 GeV its contribution to the final event sample is expected to be
negligible. In contrast, at higher centre-of-mass energies where the fraction of non-tt events is
significantly larger [12], such events make up the main part of the remaining background after all
selections have been applied.
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√
s = 380 GeV 1.4 TeV 3 TeV
σ(e+e−→ tt) 723 fb 102 fb 25.2 fb
σ(e+e−→ ttH) - 1.42 fb 0.478 fb
σ(e+e−→ ttνeνe) - 1.33 fb 4.86 fb∫ dL
ds′ ds
′ 1.0 ab−1 2.5 ab−1 5.0 ab−1
No. tt events 690,000 430,000 310,000
No. ttH events - 4,700 4,200
No. ttνeνe events - 3,800 28,000
Table 2: Unpolarised cross sections for tt , ttH and ttνeνe production assuming mt = 174GeV
and mH = 125GeV at the three centre-of-mass energies studied in this paper. The numbers for
380 GeV include QCD corrections (see text) while leading-order results are given for the higher
energy stages.
√
s′ is the effective centre-of-mass energy of the e+e− collision. The presented cross
sections include the effects of ISR but not the effects of beamstrahlung. Also given are numbers of
expected events, including both effects. The presented event numbers include the assumptions on
electron beam polarisation described in Section 2.2.
All three energy stages contribute to the global sensitivity to new physics from the precision mea-
surement of tt production properties. These measurements make use of the electron beam polarisa-
tion available at CLIC: the cross section for e+e−→ tt is enhanced (reduced) by 34% at 380 GeV
for the -80% (+80%) polarisation configuration; and at the higher-energy stages, the cross section
is 30% larger (smaller) when operating with -80% (+80%) beam polarisation.
At higher energies, processes where the top-quark pair is produced in association with other parti-
cles are accessible, see for example Figure 4c and Figure 4d. The ttH cross section has a maximum
around
√
s = 800 GeV. This process enables direct measurements of the top Yukawa coupling and
allows the study of CP properties of the Higgs boson in the ttH coupling. As the luminosity of
a linear collider increases with the centre-of-mass energy, the optimal energy in terms of yield at
which to study this process is above the maximum of the cross section. The energy stage at 1.5 TeV
(or the previous baseline of 1.4 TeV as used here) is ideally suited for studying this process as the
production rate is close to its maximum.
The cross section for top-quark pair production in vector boson fusion (VBF), such as e+e− →
ttνeνe (see Figure 4b), has an approximately logarithmic increase with the centre-of-mass energy.
Hence, studies of such processes benefit from the highest possible centre-of-mass energy available
at CLIC.
The cross sections and expected numbers of events for some of the processes discussed above are
summarised in Table 2.
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4 Theoretical description of top-quark production and decay
This section reports on the theoretical tools and concepts that we employ to describe top-quark
physics within the SM and beyond. We start by summarising the status of SM calculations for
top-quark production at the threshold and in the continuum regions. The choice of top-quark mass
scheme plays a major role in the former. Next, we introduce the Effective Field Theory (EFT)
framework that we use to parametrise new physics effects in the top-quark electroweak interactions.
Its relation with the more canonical language of anomalous couplings is also discussed. Finally we
discuss possible new physics effects inducing flavour changing neutral current top-quark decays.
4.1 Top-quark mass schemes
Observables with the highest sensitivity to the top-quark mass are related to production thresholds
or resonances involving the top quark. However, the fact that the top quark is unstable and coloured
causes nontrivial and in general sizeable QCD and electroweak corrections, which currently can be
systematically controlled only for a small number of observables (such as for the tt threshold).
At the level of currently achievable experimental uncertainties for top-quark mass measurements
these corrections, which significantly modify the simple leading-order picture of a particle with
a definite mass that decays to an observable final state, cannot be neglected. Most experimental
studies of the top-quark mass therefore rely on multi-purpose MC event generators to measure a
parameter of the generator associated with the top-quark mass. The interpretation of these top-
quark mass measurements relies on the quality of the MC modelling of the observables used; it
also suffers from the fact that the MC top-quark mass parameter is not fully understood at present
from a quantum field theory perspective.
In theory calculations, different mass schemes are used, which are renormalisation-scale dependent.
A common scheme is the “pole mass”, defined as the pole of the quark propagator. The top-quark
pole mass is numerically close to the mass parameter of MC generators, but may not be identified
with it; another scheme that has a close numerical relation to the generator mass parameter is the
MSR mass, see for example [13]. In precision calculations at high energies, the MS (modified
minimal subtraction) mass scheme is frequently used. However, for the treatment of the threshold
region (shown in Figure 5), neither the pole mass nor the MS mass is adequate, since they both
show poor convergence and are subject to larger QCD corrections. At the threshold, two commonly
used mass schemes are the 1S [14] and the PS [15] mass schemes, both of which result in stable
behaviour of the calculated cross section in the threshold region and can also be related to the
MS mass in a theoretically rigorous way with high precision [16], for use in other perturbative
calculations. Additional uncertainties from the precision of the strong coupling constant enter into
this conversion.
For the studies at the top-quark pair production threshold discussed in Section 4.2 and 7.1, the
PS mass scheme is used, assuming a top-quark mass of mPSt = 171.5 GeV. With the assumed
value of the strong coupling constant of 0.1185, this value corresponds to a top-quark pole mass
of 173.3 GeV, which is consistent with measurements of the pole mass at the LHC [17, 18]. Since
the numerical value of the mass parameter in the event generator is close to the pole mass, the
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Figure 5: Cross section of top-quark pair production in the threshold region, showing the NNNLO
QCD theory cross section obtained with QQbar_threshold [22] and the associated renormali-
sation scale uncertainties.
mass used in the threshold studies is also consistent with the top-quark mass used to generate event
samples for the other analyses in this paper, as presented in Section 5.1.
4.2 tt production at threshold
Top-quark pair production in the threshold region (340-355 GeV) is characterised by a fast rise
of the cross section induced by the formation of a quasi toponium bound state, and by addi-
tional higher-order effects from interactions of the quark pair, predominantly via the strong in-
teraction [19–21], but also via Higgs boson exchange.
Figure 5 shows the cross section of the process e+e−→ tt as a function of centre-of-mass energy
calculated at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (NNNLO) QCD [22], taking next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) Higgs effects and electroweak effects into account. Theoretical uncertainties obtained
from variations of the renormalisation scale are also indicated. Consistent predictions with com-
parable uncertainties are provided also by NNLO + NNLL calculations containing logarithmic
corrections to all orders not included in the NNNLO results [23]. The observable cross section is
obtained by including effects from ISR and the luminosity spectrum of the collider, as discussed in
more detail in Section 7.1.
The cross section, the position of the turn-on of the top-quark pair production, and the overall
shape of the cross section as a function of collision energy are strongly dependent on the precise
value of the top-quark mass as well as on the width, the Yukawa coupling, and the strength of the
strong coupling [19–21, 24, 25]. A precise measurement of the top-quark pair threshold line shape
can thus be used to extract the top-quark mass to excellent precision and with a rigorously defined
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mass scheme as introduced in Section 4.1, and can also be used to obtain other top-quark properties
[26–28].
4.3 QCD and electroweak corrections to tt and ttH in the continuum
The fully differential cross section for top-quark pair production at lepton colliders was computed in
[29–31] at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD. In the continuum region, i.e. for collider
energies above around 400 GeV, scale uncertainties on the relevant observables such as the total
cross section, the top-quark forward-backward asymmetry (AFB), and the differential top-quark pT
distribution are at the few per mille level [31]. While top-quark decays can be directly included
in these calculations by working in the narrow-width approximation, a full treatment of finite-
width effects requires instead computing W+W−bb production, which is known only at NLO in
QCD [32–34]. Automated NLO computations of these processes are available in WHIZARD [35]
and MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [36]. The same tools also allow simulation of top-quark pair
production in association with a Higgs or a Z boson at NLO in QCD and including finite-width
effects. Electroweak NLO corrections [37–39] are known to be sizeable at high energy, reaching
order 20% on the total cross section and on AFB for a 1 TeV collider [40]. They will thus play a
role in the high-energy stages of CLIC. The resummation of log-enhanced QCD effects might also
be important in the regime of boosted top quarks. Such calculations have been performed for the
LHC [41] and for lepton colliders [42, 43]. It is expected that a complete treatment of these effects
for all the relevant observables will be available for CLIC data analyses. The impact of threshold
effects at
√
s = 380 GeV is discussed in [11] and was found to be negligible.
4.4 EFT in top-quark physics
BSM effects induced by heavy new physics (above the direct reach of CLIC) are universally de-
scribed by Effective Field Theory (EFT) operators of energy dimension (d) larger than 4 that mod-
ify the low-energy dynamics with respect to SM predictions. Lower-dimensional operators nor-
mally [44] induce larger effects, and by assuming lepton (and baryon) number conservation the
first EFT operators are those of dimension d = 6. We thus restrict this study to d = 6 operators
and employ, whenever possible, the “Warsaw basis” notation of [44], introducing for the first time
a complete non-redundant basis for these operators. The EFT Lagrangian is expressed as a sum
over local operators Qi multiplied by coupling constants Ci, referred to as (dimensionful) Wilson
coefficients:
LEFT =LSM+∑
i
Ci Q
d=6
i .
The d = 6 operators that contribute, at tree-level, to top-quark production at lepton colliders are
conveniently classified as follows. “Universal” operators [45–47] emerge from the direct couplings
of heavy BSM particles to the SM gauge and Higgs bosons. Given that such couplings are unavoid-
able in any BSM scenario that is connected with EW or EW symmetry-breaking physics, universal
operators are very robust BSM probes. Universal operators do contribute to top-quark physics;
however, they also produce correlated effects in a variety of other processes such as di-lepton, di-
boson, associated Higgs boson production, and vector boson scattering processes. Since they are
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expected to be probed better in these other channels, we will not consider them here. Relevant
operators are instead the ones, dubbed “top-philic”, that emerge from the direct BSM coupling to
the top-quark fields q = {tL,bL} and t = tR.ii There are valid reasons, supported by concrete BSM
scenarios (see Section 11 for a discussion), to expect strong new physics couplings with the top
quark, and consequently enhanced top-philic operator coefficients. Top-philic effects can thus be
more effective indirect probes of new physics than the universal ones, where such an enhancement
might not appear.
The top-philic operators are identified by first classifying all the d = 6 gauge-invariant operators
involving q and t fields, plus an arbitrary number of derivative and bosonic SM fields.iii Next, we
apply Equations of Motion (EOM) and other identities to write each of them as a linear combination
of Warsaw basis operators [44] and we identify the independent combinations. This results in the
nine top-philic operators, listed in Table 3, which will be the focus of this paper. Note that because
of the usage of the EOM for the gauge fields, some of the top-philic operators involve more than
just q, t and the bosonic fields. For instance Qlt,B is a four-fermion lepton-top-quark operator that
emerges from
tγµt DνBµν
EOM
= −g
′
2
Qϕt +g
′Qlt,B+ . . . ,
where g′ is the hypercharge coupling, and the dots stand for four-fermion operators involving the
top-quark, light quarks and leptons other than the electron. The latter ones can be safely ignored
in the present analysis. Similarly one can construct Qlq,B and Qlt,W , for a total of 3 four-fermion
operators that are specific linear combinations of the 4 four-fermion operators that contribute to
e+e−→ tt , identified in [49]. Operators of this kind induce effects that grow quadratically with
the centre-of-mass energy, hence they can be very efficiently probed by the high-energy stages of
CLIC.
Operators that belong neither to the universal nor to the top-philic categories are due to sizeable
BSM couplings to the light fermions, a possibility that is generically disfavoured by flavour con-
straints for relatively light new physics, in the range of 10− 100 TeV. Operators in this class can
thus be generated only in BSM scenarios with exotic flavour structures, hence they would be more
conveniently studied in the context of specific flavour models. For this reason we restrict the EFT
analysis presented in this paper to top-philic BSM scenarios.iv
Electroweak couplings and tt production The operators listed in Table 3 produce correlated
BSM effects in all the top-related processes at CLIC that are the subject of the present paper. BSM
corrections arise from modifications of the SM Feynman vertices and from new interactions that
are absent in the SM. For instance, the current-current operators Qϕt , Q
(1)
ϕq and Q
(3)
ϕq modify the
ttZ SM vertex, but they also induce a new vertex, ttZH, that can be probed in ttH production. In
iiTop-philic operators have also been adopted as one of the standards for top-quark measurements at the LHC [48].
iiiWe ignore operators with gluon fields because they do not contribute at leading order to the final states considered
in this paper.
ivNote that when describing the CLIC capabilities to detect exotic top-quark decays we will implicitly be probing
operators of the above mentioned type, however we will not phrase those results in the EFT language, but rather in terms
of sensitivity to the branching ratios.
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Qϕt=(ϕ
†i
↔
Dµϕ)(tγ
µ t)
Qtϕ=(ϕ
†ϕ)(q t ϕ˜)
QtB=(qσ
µν t)ϕ˜Bµν
Q(1)ϕq=(ϕ
†i
↔
Dµϕ)(qγ
µq)
Q(3)ϕq=(ϕ
†i
↔
DIµϕ)(q τ
Iγµq)
QtW=(qσ
µν t)τIϕ˜WIµν
Qlt,B=(tγ
µ t)(eγµe+
1
2 lγµ l)
EOM
= 12 Qϕt +
1
g′ tγ
µ t DνBµν+ . . .
Qlq,B=(qγ
µq)(eγµe+
1
2 lγµ l)
EOM
= 12 Q
(1)
ϕq +
1
g′ qγ
µq DνBµν+ . . .
Qlq,W=(qτ
Iγµq)(lτIγµ l)
EOM
=−Q(3)ϕq − 2g qτIγµq DνWIµν+ . . .
Table 3: The nine top-philic d = 6 operators considered in the present EFT analysis. All operators
are those in [44], with the exception of Qlt,B, Qlq,B and Qlq,W , which are linear combinations of
Warsaw basis four-fermion operators. Note that the Hermitian conjugate is added to the Lagrangian
for the operators Qϕt , Q
(1)
ϕq , and Q
(3)
ϕq , in spite of the fact that they are manifestly real. Hence, they
effectively appear in the Lagrangian with an extra factor of 2.
contrast, the four-fermions operators Qlt,B, Qlq,B and Qlq,W only produce new interactions and do
not modify the SM vertices. This illustrate well that the formalism of anomalous couplings, that
only includes corrections to the SM vertices, is inadequate to parametrise the effects induced by the
EFT. Thus a direct comparison of the EFT prediction with data is needed, which is the approach
we followed in this study.v
When focussing on specific processes and observables, it is in some cases possible to make partial
contact between the EFT and the modified couplings approach. The e+e−→ tt differential cross
section, which will play an important role in Section 8, is discussed below. Inspection of Table 3
reveals that two sources of new physics effects are present. One source is due to the modified Z
and photon top-quark vertices, which, in the parametrisation of [50], read
ie
[
γµ(F γ ,Z1V + γ
5F γ ,Z1A )+
iσµνqν
2mt
(F γ ,Z2V + γ
5F γ ,Z2A )
]
, (4.1)
where e is the electric charge, mt is the top mass and q denotes the (incoming) vector boson momen-
tum. The form-factor parameters Fγ,Z1(2)V (A) contain the SM vertices and the corrections proportional
vFurther note that the formalism of anomalous couplings, even when applicable, often hides relevant phenomeno-
logical aspects. For example, the sizeable and growing-with-energy contribution of the current-current operators to
vector boson fusion top pair production is manifest in the EFT language thanks to the Equivalence Theorem, while in
the anomalous couplings formalism it can be established only by direct computation.
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γ Z
F1V
2
3
1
4− 23 s2W
sW cW
− v22sW cW
[
Cϕt +C
(1)
ϕq −C(3)ϕq
]
F1A 0
−1
4sW cW
− v22sW cW
[
Cϕt−C(1)ϕq +C(3)ϕq
]
F2V
√
2vmt
e
[
cWCtB+ sWCtW +h.c.
] √2vmt
e
[
cWCtW− sWCtB+h.c.
]
F2A
√
2vmt
e
[
cWCtB+ sWCtW−h.c.
] √2vmt
e
[
cWCtW− sWCtB−h.c.
]
Table 4: The contributions to the top-quark photon and Z couplings induced by the operators in
Table 3. The sine and the cosine of the weak mixing angle are denoted sW and cW , respectively,
while v' 246 GeV is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value.
to the EFT Wilson coefficients as in Table 4. The second source of new physics effects are the
four-fermions contact interactions with the generic structure
∑
i, j={L,R}
Ci j(eiγ
µei)(tiγµ t j) , (4.2)
where
CLL =−Clq,W +
1
2
Clq,B,
CLR =
1
2
Clt,B,
CRL = Clq,B,
CRR = Clt,B.
A proper description of the EFT thus requires the anomalous couplings in Equation 4.1 to be
supplemented with the contact interactions contributions in Equation 4.2.
The polarised e+e−→ tt cross section, differential in the top-quark centre-of-mass scattering angle
θ ∗ (defined with respect to the e− beam), reads
dσ
d(cos(θ ∗))
(e−h
e−
e+h
e+
→ tht tht ) =
β
16pis
∣∣∣M̂ (he− ,he+ ,ht ,ht)∣∣∣2(d1he−−he+ ,ht−ht
)2
, (4.3)
where h is the helicity in the centre-of-mass frame, d j
m,m′(θ
∗) denotes the standard Wigner d-
functions, s is the centre-of-mass energy, and β 2 = 1− 4m2t /s is the top-quark velocity. Prop-
erly normalised helicity amplitudes, with the dependence on θ ∗ factorised and encapsulated in the
Wigner functions, are denoted as M̂ and their explicit expressions are reported in Equation A.1
in Appendix A. The contributions from the anomalous couplings in Equation 4.1 (see also [50])
and from the contact interactions in Equation 4.2 are clearly identifiable in these equations. It is
worth emphasising that the latter contribution, unlike the former, produces terms that grow with the
centre-of-mass energy, as s. This is the reason why the high-energy CLIC stages are so effective in
probing the contact interaction operators, as we will see in Section 11.
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4.5 Beyond Standard Model (BSM) top-quark decay
One of the possible ways to look for possible BSM physics effects in top-quark physics at CLIC
is the search for rare top-quark decays. With the close to 1.4 million top quarks and anti-quarks
expected at the initial stage of
√
s = 380 GeV, discoveries or limits down to branching fractions of
about 10−5 are reachable. FCNC top-quark decays, t→ qX (q = u, c; X = γ , g, Z, H)vi, are of
particular interest as they are very strongly suppressed in the SM. They are forbidden at tree level,
and the loop level contributions are suppressed by the GIM-mechanism [51]. The suppression
is not perfect because of the non-negligible b-quark mass; the corresponding partial widths are
proportional to the square of the element Vqb of the CKM-quark-mixing matrix [52, 53] and to the
fourth power of the ratio of the b quark and W boson masses. These suppression factorsvii result in
extremely small branching ratios. For decays involving a charm quark, SM expectations [54] are:
BR(t→ cg) ∼ 5 ·10−12,
BR(t → cγ) ∼ 5 ·10−14,
BR(t→ cZ) ∼ 1 ·10−14,
BR(t → cH) ∼ 3 ·10−15.
The SM expectations for decays with an up quark in the final state decrease by another two orders
of magnitude [54]. Observation of decays involving either a charm or up quark would therefore
constitute a direct signature for BSM physics.
Many extensions of the SM predict significant enhancements of the FCNC top-quark decays [54,
55]. These enhancements can be due to FCNC couplings at tree level, but in most models they result
from contributions of new particles or from modified particle couplings at the loop level. For most
BSM scenarios, significant deviations in the (light) Higgs boson couplings or contributions from
additional Higgs bosons to the loop diagrams result in the significant enhancement of the t → cH
decay. For the Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM), which is one of the simplest extensions of
the SM, loop contributions can be enhanced up to the level of BR ∼ 10−4 [56]. For the “non-
standard” scenarios, 2HDM(III) or “Top 2HDM”, where one of the Higgs doublets only couples
to the top quark, tree level FCNC couplings are also allowed. Here an enhancement of up to
10−2 is possible [57]. BR(t → cH) could be observable at CLIC also for the Randall-Sundrum
warped models or composite Higgs models with flavour violating Yukawa couplings, provided the
compositeness scale is sufficiently low (below TeV scale) [55]. However, the possible observation
of t → cH should then be accompanied by even more significant deviation of the measured Higgs
boson couplings to the vector bosons from the SM expectations. Significant enhancement of FCNC
top decays is also expected for SUSY scenarios with R-parity violation. Enhancement up to the
level of 10−5 is possible for both the t → cH [58] and the t → cγ decay [59]. For an overview of
top-quark FCNC predictions for different BSM scenarios see [54, 55].
In the study presented here, the FCNC couplings involving the charm quark are considered, as they
are expected to be favoured in many BSM scenarios. The three channels selected for detailed study
viCharge conjugation is implied unless explicitly stated otherwise.
viiThe GIM mechanism is not strictly applicable to the t → cH channel as the Higgs coupling is proportional to the
quark mass. Still, the expected FCNC branching ratio for this channel is the smallest in the SM.
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(see Section 10) are: t → cγ , t → cH, and t → cE/. In the latter, a top quark decays into a c-jet
and an invisible heavy scalar particle. The existence of such particles, with masses in the 100 GeV
range, is still allowed in many BSM scenarios, see for example [60].
5 Event generation, detector simulation, and reconstruction
The results reported here are based on detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation studies with GEANT4
[61, 62] based simulations of the CLIC detector concepts and a full event reconstruction, unless
indicated otherwise. All relevant background processes are included. Event simulation and recon-
struction is performed using the ILCDIRAC grid production tools [63, 64].
5.1 Event generation
The signal processes and main physics backgrounds, with up to six particles in the final state, are
generated using the WHIZARD 1.95 [65] program. ISR is described using the leading logarithmic
approximation structure function [66] including hard collinear photons up to the third order. For
many analyses only the backgrounds from e+e− collisions contribute. However, for some studies
it is important also to include MC event samples from e+γ , γe−, and γ γ interactions, with photons
originating from beamstrahlung. In all cases the expected energy spectra for the CLIC beams,
including the effects from beamstrahlung and the intrinsic energy spread, are used for the initial-
state electrons, positrons and beamstrahlung photons. Low-Q2 processes with quasi-real photons
are described using the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation as implemented in WHIZARD.
The process of fragmentation and hadronisation is simulated using PYTHIA 6.4 [67] with a pa-
rameter set tuned to OPAL e+e− data recorded at LEP [68] (see [4] for details). The impact of other
PYTHIA tunes in top-quark pair production events is illustrated in [69]. The decays of τ leptons
are simulated using TAUOLA [70]. MC samples with eight final-state fermions, for the study of the
top Yukawa coupling measurement (see Section 9.1), are obtained using the PHYSSIM [71] pack-
age; again PYTHIA is used for fragmentation and hadronisation. The mass of the Higgs boson is
taken to be 125.0GeV and the decays of the Higgs boson are simulated using PYTHIA with the
branching fractions listed in [72]. Apart from the special MC samples used for the threshold and
radiative top-quark mass studies, the top-quark mass is set to mt = 174.0 GeV.
5.2 Detector simulation
The GEANT4 detector simulation toolkits MOKKA [73] and SLIC [74] are used to simulate the
detector response to the generated events in the CLIC_ILD and CLIC_SiD concepts, respectively.
The QGSP_BERT physics list is used to model the hadronic interactions of particles in the detectors.
The digitisation, i.e. the translation of the raw simulated energy deposits into detector signals, is
performed using the MARLIN [75] and org.lcsim [76] software packages.
The most important beam-induced background are particles from the γ γ → hadrons process, a re-
sult of the high bunch charge density at high collision energy. These interactions are simulated
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separately using PYTHIA 6.4 [67] with the photon spectra from GUINEAPIG [77]. Events corre-
sponding to 60 bunch crossings are superimposed on the physics events before digitisation; this is
equivalent to 30 ns and is much longer than the offline reconstruction window, which is assumed to
be 10 ns around the hard physics event. At
√
s = 380 GeV, the impact of this background is found
to be small, but is larger at
√
s = 3 TeV, where approximately 1.2 TeV of energy is deposited in the
calorimeters during the 10 ns time window [4].
5.3 Reconstruction
Track reconstruction is performed using the MARLIN and, for the CLIC_SiD detector model,
the org.lcsim software packages. Calorimeter clustering and particle flow reconstruction is
performed using PANDORAPFA [78–80], creating a collection of so-called Particle-Flow Objects
(PFOs). Time-stamping information is used to suppress beam-related backgrounds. To be used
for further analysis, PFOs are required to have time stamps of up to between 1 and 5 ns around
the reconstructed hard scattering interaction, depending on the identified particle type, pT, and
detector region [4]. Three levels of timing selections are defined: the loose collection is normally
used for the lower-energy running where beam backgrounds are small, while the selected and
tight collections apply more stringent selections that are found to perform better for higher-
energy running, where the beam backgrounds are more significant.
The classification of candidate top-quark events as fully-hadronic, semi-leptonic, or fully-leptonic
requires efficient identification of high-energy, isolated charged leptons. Lepton finding is opti-
mised to identify e± and µ± originating from the decay of W bosonsviii; these leptons are typi-
cally of much higher energy than those coming from hadronic decays inside quark jets, and are
well-separated from other activity in the event. Isolated leptons candidates are identified by study-
ing their energy depositions in the ECAL and HCAL, impact parameters, and isolation in a cone
around each input track. The lepton charge is determined by the curvature of the helix from a
standard Kalman-filter-based track reconstruction of the associated hits in the tracking system.
In most cases, jet clustering is performed by the FASTJET package [82], in exclusive mode. Both
the longitudinally-invariant kt algorithm [83, 84] and the VLC algorithm [85] are used; these are
sequential recombination algorithms that are found to give better robustness against γ γ → hadrons
than traditional lepton collider jet clustering algorithms [4, 79, 85, 86]. The former uses the
particle transverse momenta pT and angular separation ∆R
2
i j = (yi− y j)2 + (φi− φ j)2, where yi
and φi are the rapidity and azimuth of particle i, to compute a clustering distance parameter
di j = min(p
2
T i, p
2
T j)∆R
2
i j/R
2, where R is the radius parameter that determines the maximum area
of the jet. The VLC algorithm uses the particle energies E, and angular separation θ , to com-
pute a clustering distance parameter di j = 2min(E
2β
i ,E
2β
j )(1− cosθi j)/R2. Here, β regulates the
clustering order; the default choice is β = 1.0 unless otherwise specified.
Both algorithms are effective for identifying particles that are likely to have originated from beam-
beam backgrounds; if particles are found to be closer to the beam axis than to other particles then
viiiτ± leptons are searched for using a dedicated TauFinder [81] algorithm implemented in MARLIN. The algorithm
studies the presence of highly energetic and low-multiplicity jets in the detector.
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Figure 6: Flavour tagging performance in e+e− → Zνν events at 1.4 TeV reconstructed in the
CLIC_ILD detector. The fake rates for jets of other flavours are shown functions of the b-tag (left)
and c-tag (right) efficiencies.
they are removed from the event, which mitigates the effect of γ γ → hadrons pile-up. For the kt
algorithm, the distance to the beam axis is measured by diB = p
2
T i and for the VLC algorithm by
diB = E
2β
i (pT i/Ei)
2γ , where the γ parameter controls the rate of shrinking in jet size in the forward
regionix; the default choice is γ = 1.0 unless otherwise specified. The jet clustering algorithm is
chosen and optimised for each analysis to achieve the best balance between losing signal particles
and including extra background particles.
Flavour tagging is essential for the identification and combinatoric assignment of top-quark events.
Vertex reconstruction and heavy-flavour tagging is performed by the LCFIPLUS package [87]. This
contains a topological vertex finder that reconstructs the primary and secondary vertices. Several
BDT classifiers provide b- and c-jet probabilities for each jet reconstructed in the event. These
are based on variables such as secondary vertex decay lengths, multiplicities and masses, as well
as track impact parameters. For analyses heavily dependent on flavour-tagging, LCFIPLUS is also
used for jet clustering, using the same algorithms discussed above, but preventing tracks from a
common secondary vertex to be split into different jets. This approach improves the flavour tagging
performance in events with a large jet multiplicity.
As an example, the b- and c-tagging capabilities of the CLIC_ILD detector concept are shown in
Figure 6. e+e− → Zνν events at √s =1.4 TeV were used for the training of the BDT’s and for
the performance evaluation. The jets in the considered process tend towards the beam direction
where the flavour tagging is generally more difficult. The same training is used for the analysis of
top-quark pair production at
√
s =1.4 TeV described in Section 8.4.
ixHere we apply the beam distance measure as implemented in the ValenciaPlugin of FASTJET ‘contrib’ versions up
to 1.039. Note that this differs slightly from the one quoted in [85].
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Figure 7: Reconstructed large-R jet mass for fully-hadronic tt events in CLIC at
√
s = 3 TeV.
Different choices of jet clustering radius R including an illustration of the effect of applying a pre-
clustering step (left). As a function of the corresponding large-R jet energy for the optimal jet
clustering parameters at
√
s = 3 TeV (right).
6 Boosted top-quark tagging
At the higher energy stages of CLIC, a large proportion of the top quarks in e+e−→ tt events is
produced with significant boosts leading to a more collimated jet environment where the separation
between the individual top-quark decay products in general is small. In particular, the topology is
very different from that of top quarks produced close to the production threshold. In this section
we present a method exploiting the internal sub-structure of typically large-R jets to tag top-quarks
that decay hadronically.
The reconstruction of boosted top quarks was studied in full simulation using the CLIC_ILD de-
tector model, including γ γ → hadrons background. The PFOs in each event are clustered in two
subsequent steps following the approach described in [88]. In this study, a pre-clustering is done in
an inclusive mode using the Generalised-kt algorithm (with beam jets) for e
+e− collisions (“gen-kt
algorithm”) [82] with a minimum pT threshold. The resulting PFOs are re-clustered into two ex-
clusive jets using the VLC algorithm. The effect of this two-stage clustering is similar to that of
grooming (and in particular trimming): the effective area of the jet is reduced and soft emission
does not obscure the reconstruction of its substructure.
The left panel of Figure 7 shows the reconstructed large-R jet mass for different choices of jet
clustering radius R and also illustrate the effect of applying the pre-clustering step prior to the large-
R jet clustering, as described above. The figure is compiled using fully-hadronic tt events in CLIC
at
√
s = 3 TeV with a reconstructed collision energy above 2.6 TeVx and where both top-quarks,
at parton-level, are located in the central region of the detector with a polar angle θ satisfying the
conditionxi 37◦ ≤ θ ≤ 143◦. It is clear from the figure that too small a jet radius does not enclose
xUsing the definition of reconstructed collision energy as outlined in Section 8.4
xiThe detector coverage goes down to about 8◦. Excluding a larger area in the forward direction for the optimisation
reduces the effect of losing energy down the beam pipe and adds some margin for the finite size of the jets.
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the entire top-quark decay products, leading to a significant peak close to the mass of the W boson.
In contrast, larger jet radii include a growing contribution from background processes leading to
a long tail in the distribution towards higher masses. The optimal jet clustering parameters, for
both clustering stages, were selected as the best trade-off between achieving a narrow top-quark
mass peak close to the generated parton-level top-quark mass, and minimising the contributions to
the mass peak at mW . In this context, we found that a jet radius of R = 0.4 and a minimum pT
threshold of 5GeV were optimal in the pre-clustering step. Similarly we found that a large-R jet
radius of R = 1.4 and R = 1.0, each with β = γ = 1.0, were optimal for operation at
√
s = 1.4TeV
and
√
s = 3TeV, respectively.
The right panel of Figure 7 shows the reconstructed jet mass as a function of the reconstructed
jet energy at
√
s = 3 TeV, for the optimal clustering parameters in the two-step approach. Note
that a cut on the reconstructed collision energy was not applied in this figure. The uppermost of
the three visible yellow bands indicates top quarks that are fully captured within the large-R jet,
while the lower two bands represent partially captured top quarks close to the mass of mW and mb ,
respectively. As expected, the large-R jet approach performs well for jets at higher energy, while
the ability to capture the full top-quark jet is significantly reduced in the non-boosted regime, below
∼ 500 GeV. The resulting large-R jets serve as input for the top tagger algorithm described below.
6.1 Top tagging algorithm and performance
The tagging of boosted top quarks at CLIC is based on the Johns Hopkins top tagger [89] as
implemented in FASTJET [82, 90]. This tagger is explicitly designed for the identification of top
quarks by recursively iterating through a jet cluster to search for up to three or four hard subjets
and then imposing mass constraints on these subjets. This procedure provides strong discrimination
power for hadronically decaying top quarks against QCD-induced light parton jets. Although the
method was originally designed for fully-hadronic tt events in hadron colliders, in this paper it is
applied to the hadronically decaying top quark in semi-leptonic tt events in CLIC, see Section 8.4.
The tagging is based on an iterative de-clustering of the input jet and is carried out by reversing each
step of the jet clustering. The algorithm is governed by two parameters: δr, the subjet distance; and
δp, the fraction of subjet pT relative to the pT of the input jet. These parameters control whether
to accept the objects, resulting from the split, as subjets for further de-clustering or whether, for
example, the de-clustering should continue only on the harder of the two objects. An object is
rejected if its pT fraction is lower than δp or if its distance to another object is smaller than δr. The
de-clustering loop is terminated when two successive splittings have been accepted resulting in
two, three, or four subjets of the input jet. The case with two final subjets is rejected and the other
cases are further analysed. The input jet is considered to be top-tagged if the total invariant mass
of the subjets is within ±55 GeV of mt and one subjet pair has an invariant mass within ±30 GeV
of mW .
The optimisation and efficiency of the tagging algorithm was studied using fully-hadronic tt events,
four-jet events qqqq (u,d,s,c,b), and dijet events qq (u,d,s,c,b). Since the background environ-
ment at a lepton collider is substantially lower than at a hadron collider, a higher fake rate is
acceptable and the optimisation of the algorithm is tuned to a high-efficiency operating point for
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Figure 8: Reconstructed top-quark candidate mass distributions at
√
s = 1.4 TeV for events with√
s′ ≥ 1.2TeV. The filled distributions represent the top-quark candidate mass before application
of the top tagger and are normalised to unity. The solid lines show the effect of applying the de-
clustering procedure outlined in the text. Note that additional cuts on the invariant mass of both
the top-quark and W candidates are applied in a later step. Fully-hadronic tt events are shown in
blue, four-jet events in red, and dijet events in orange. A cut, |cosθ | ≤ 0.95, is applied on the polar
angle of the individual top and light quarks.
the fully-hadronic tt sample; for the studies presented here we apply a benchmark efficiency of
70%. The corresponding top tagger parameters, chosen by minimising the fake rate from four-jet
events, are δp = 0.25(0.11) and δr = 0.03(0.03), for the samples at
√
s= 1.4(3) TeV, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the reconstructed top-quark candidate mass before and after application of the top
tagger declustering step for operation at
√
s = 1.4 TeV. A small peak close to mW is clearly seen
for the tt distribution (blue) and is caused by top-quark events not fully captured by the large-R jet.
The resulting efficiency for top-quark jets from the
√
s = 3 TeV dataset is 69% in the central re-
gion of the detector (defined as |cosθ | ≤ 0.8) and with an energy in the range from 500 GeV to
1500 GeV. The corresponding fake rate is 4.4% (8.8%) for jets from the four-jet (di-jet) back-
ground sample.xii The resulting efficiency for top-quark jets from the
√
s = 1.4 TeV dataset is 71%
in the central region of the detector (defined as |cosθ | ≤ 0.8) and with an energy in the range from
400 GeV to 700 GeV. The corresponding fake rate is 5.7% (6.9%) for jets from the four-jet (di-jet)
background sample. Figure 9 shows the top-quark tagging efficiency from the
√
s = 3 TeV dataset
as a function of the large-R jet energy (top) and polar angle θ (bottom). The solid lines represent
the distributions after the de-clustering step, while the dashed lines include also the mass cuts.
Note that the de-clustering step is particularly challenging in the forward region where hadrons
from the larger beam-beam induced background, on top of the physics event, effectively mimic
a prongy topology. As expected, the overall efficiency, including the mass cuts, drops at ener-
xiiAlternatively, adopting a tighter operating point at
√
s = 3 TeV results in a top-quark jet efficiency of 54% and a
fake rate of 2.7% (3.7%)
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Figure 9: Top tagger efficiency for fully-hadronic tt events (blue), four-jet events (red), and dijet
events (orange) as function of jet energy (top) and jet polar angle θ (bottom). The solid lines show
the effect of applying the de-clustering procedure outlined in the text, while the dashed lines show
the efficiency including also the cuts on the reconstructed invariant mass of the top-quark and W
candidates.
gies below 500GeV where the jets are no longer sufficiently boosted to be contained within one
large-R jet. The slightly lower efficiency for large jet energies is also anticipated and is mainly due
to a more challenging environment for the PANDORAPFA algorithm and the subjet de-clustering.
Furthermore, the limited detector acceptance in the forward direction reduces the efficiency in the
corresponding region significantly.
The top tagger performs about 23% better than a simple cut on the reconstructed large-R jet mass in
the corresponding range (within ±55 GeV of mt). In addition, the declustering procedure provides
additional handles on the jet substructure such as the mass and kinematic variables of the W boson
candidate and the reconstructed helicity angle θW that examine whether the subjets are consistent
with a top decay.xiii As illustrated in Section 8, these handles are useful to discriminate against the
remaining background events. In conclusion, the use of dedicated techniques to reconstruct boosted
xiiiThe helicity angle is measured in the rest frame of the reconstructed W boson and is defined as the opening angle
of the top quark to the softer of the two W boson decay subjets. Too shallow an angle would be an indication of a false
splitting, where one of the pairs of subjets produces a small mass compatible with QCD-like emission.
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topologies plays an important role in the physics programme of CLIC, extending the physics reach
to higher energies.
7 Top-quark mass measurements at the initial energy stage
A precise measurement of the mass of the top quark is one of the key objectives of the top-physics
programme at CLIC. Conceptually, there are two different approaches to this measurement.
The first is the determination of the top-quark mass from measurements of the top-quark pair pro-
duction cross section. These measurements can either be carried out directly, in a dedicated energy
scan of the top-quark pair production threshold (see Section 7.1), or for radiative events at higher
collision energies (see Section 7.2). The advantage of this approach is that the top-quark mass is
extracted in well-defined mass schemes, as introduced in Section 4.1.
The second approach is the measurement of the mass from kinematic observables reconstructed in
continuum production, such as the measurement of the invariant mass of the decay products of top
quarks (see Section 7.3). Since the extracted mass value is obtained as a parameter of the event
generators used in template fits, this technique suffers from ambiguities in the interpretation com-
parable to the issues encountered in most top-quark mass measurements at the LHC. On the other
hand, the higher integrated luminosities collected well above the top-quark production threshold
provide high statistics.
A combination of both classes of measurements may ultimately help to better constrain the system-
atics and to improve the theoretical understanding of the continuum reconstruction, also contribut-
ing to the interpretation of the top-quark measurements at hadron colliders.
7.1 Threshold scan around 350 GeV
At e+e− colliders, the top-quark mass is expected to be measured with high accuracy in a scan of
the top-quark pair production threshold [19–21, 25]. Earlier studies have shown that a statistical
precision of a few tens of MeV on the top-quark mass is achievable in such measurements when
performed simultaneously with a fit to determine physical parameters such as the strong coupling
constant or the top Yukawa coupling [26–28].
This analysis is based on the study discussed in detail in [27], which uses signal and background
reconstruction efficiencies slightly above threshold, obtained from full detector simulations for the
CLIC_ILD detector concept. The emphasis of the event selection is on maximising the signal
significance and it considers both fully-hadronic as well as semi-leptonic events, the latter exclud-
ing τ final states. The selection proceeds through the identification of isolated charged leptons, jet
clustering into either six or four exclusive jets, flavour-tagging, and pairing of W boson candidates
and b-jets into the two top-quark candidates via a kinematic fit. The constraints imposed by the
kinematic fit already result in a substantial rejection of background. The kinematic fit is followed
by an additional background rejection cut making use of a binned likelihood function combining
flavour tagging information event shape and kinematic variables. After this selection, a highly
pure sample of top-quark pair events is available for the measurement of the cross section. An
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Figure 10: Illustration of a top-quark threshold scan at CLIC with a total integrated luminosity
of 100 fb−1, for two scenarios for the luminosity spectrum, nominal (left) and ‘reduced charge’
(right). The bands around the central cross section curve show the dependence of the cross section
on the top-quark mass and width, illustrating the sensitivity of the threshold scan. The error bars
on the simulated data points show the statistical uncertainties of the cross section measurement,
taking into account signal efficiencies and background levels.
overall signal selection efficiency of 70.2%, including the relevant branching fractions, is achieved,
whereas the dominant background channels are rejected at the 99.8% level, resulting in an effective
cross section of 73 fb for the remaining background.
The analysis is combined with higher order theory calculations of the signal process. Here, the
latest NNNLO QCD calculations, available in the program QQbar_threshold [22], are used.
The theory cross section is corrected for ISR and the luminosity spectrum of the collider using the
techniques described in [27]. This corrected cross section is then use to generate pseudodata and
the templates needed to fit the simulated data points to extract the top-quark mass.
In the context of the running scenario of CLIC discussed in Section 2.2, it is assumed that an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 of the first stage of CLIC would be devoted to a scan of the top
pair production threshold. Here, a baseline scenario of ten equidistant points is assumed, with
10 fb per point and a point-to-point spacing of 1 GeV, in the energy range from 2mPSt − 3GeV to
2mPSt +6GeV. Such a threshold scan is shown in Figure 10, for two luminosity spectrum scenarios
discussed below. The bands illustrate the dependence of the cross section on the generated top-
quark mass and width. The error bars on the data points are statistical, taking into account signal
efficiencies and background levels. The top-quark mass is extracted using a template fit to the
measured cross sections as a function of centre-of-mass energy. The cross section templates are
simulated for different input mass values. The top-quark width is given by the SM expectation
provided by QQbar_threshold, which is around 1.37 GeV for the range of masses considered
here. For the calculation of the templates the width corresponding to the respective mass is used.
The extraction of the mass is performed directly in the PS mass scheme.
The luminosity spectrum of CLIC has a strong impact on the shape of the cross section in the
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threshold region, which influences the extraction of top-quark properties. The smearing of the turn-
on behaviour and the would-be 1S peak of the cross section depends on the level of beamstrahlung
and the beam energy spread. A larger beam energy spread results in a more pronounced tail to
lower energies while the level of beamstrahlung influences the behaviour in the resonance region
and above, reducing the effective cross section. Both of these effects result in a broadening of the
threshold curve. This in turn reduces the statistical sensitivity of a mass measurement for a given
total integrated luminosity, and degrades the precision for the combined extraction of several top-
quark properties, such as mass and width or mass and Yukawa coupling. The beam energy spread
and the level of beamstrahlung can be tuned by modifying the bunch charge and the beam focusing,
allowing optimisation of the spectrum specifically for a top-quark threshold scan. This illustrates
well the flexibility of CLIC to optimise the luminosity spectrum without physically changing the
accelerator. This aspect might also be useful for other physics applications such potential threshold
scans for newly discovered particles. However, an improvement of the quality of the luminosity
spectrum also results in a reduction of the instantaneous luminosity.
Figure 11 shows the effects of ISR only, and of ISR and the luminosity spectrum combined on
the top-quark pair production cross section. Here, two scenarios for the luminosity spectrum at
the threshold are considered: one based on the nominal accelerator parameters optimised for lu-
minosity (denoted “nominal luminosity spectrum”), and one with a reduced beam energy spread
and correspondingly a narrower and more pronounced main luminosity peak, using a bunch charge
reduced to 90% of the nominal charge (denoted ‘reduced charge’ luminosity spectrum) [91]. For
the latter scenario, the instantaneous luminosity is reduced by 24% compared to the nominal pa-
rameters, resulting in a 31% increase of the required running time for a 100 fb−1 threshold scan.
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Figure 11: Two scenarios of the CLIC luminosity spectrum for a threshold scan (left); one based
on the nominal accelerator parameters of the 380 GeV initial stage of CLIC (optimised for instan-
taneous luminosity), and one optimised for reduced beamstrahlung (‘reduced charge’). The impact
of the luminosity spectra on the top-quark pair production cross section (right), where the blue and
red curves show the observable cross section for the nominal and the ‘reduced charge’ luminosity
spectra, respectively.
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Figure 12: 1σ statistical uncertainty contours of two-parameter fits to the top threshold region,
combining the top-quark mass and width (left) and the top-quark mass and the top Yukawa coupling
(right). The contours are shown for both the nominal luminosity spectrum and the ‘reduced charge’
option, in both cases assuming an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
The expected statistical uncertainty for the top-quark mass in the PS scheme, assuming equal inte-
grated luminosity of 100 fb−1, is 22 (20) MeV for the nominal (‘reduced charge’) luminosity spec-
trum. From running time considerations alone, the ‘reduced charge’ luminosity spectrum does not
offer advantages for the top-quark mass measurement. This conclusion changes when extending
the analysis to other parameters such as the top-quark width or Yukawa coupling. As is apparent
from the width of the green band representing the effect of changes in top-quark width in Figure 10,
the sensitivity to the width is considerably lower using the nominal luminosity spectrum compared
with the ‘reduced charge’ scenario. Figure 12 shows the 1σ -contours for a simultaneous fit of the
top-quark mass and width (left) and top-quark mass and the Yukawa coupling (right). In particular
for the combined extraction of the mass and the width, the ‘reduced charge’ option provides an
improved resolution that largely compensates for the penalty of the reduced luminosity.
It should also be noted that the energy points for the threshold scan, and the integrated luminosities
recorded at each point, can be optimised to maximise the precision for a given observable. Owing
to the steeper turn-on behaviour of the cross section in the ‘reduced charge’ option, the potential
for this optimisation is expected to be bigger in this case, in particular for measurements of the
mass and width.
Systematic uncertainties in a threshold scan
Given the high statistical precision of the top-quark mass measurement at threshold, systematic
uncertainties are likely to limit the ultimate precision. Various sources of uncertainties have been
investigated, including beam energy [27], knowledge of the luminosity spectrum [92], selection
efficiencies and residual background levels [27], non-resonant contributions [12, 93–97], para-
metric uncertainties from the strong coupling [98], and theoretical uncertainties estimated from
factorisation and renormalisation scale variations [98, 99].
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Table 5: The impact of QCD scale uncertainties at NNNLO and of uncertainties of the strong
coupling constant on the measured top-quark mass in a threshold scan. The parametric uncertainty
originating from the strong coupling corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.001 in αs. The sign of the
change in mass is opposite to the sign of the change in αs.
∆mPSt nominal spectrum ∆m
PS
t ‘reduced charge’ spectrum
QCD scale uncertainties ±42 MeV ±41 MeV
parametric αs ∓ 31 MeV ∓ 30 MeV
The combined theoretical and parametric uncertainties are expected to be in the range 30 MeV to
50 MeV, depending on assumptions on the expected improvement in the theoretical description
and the knowledge of input parameters such as the strong coupling constant. They have been
evaluated for CLIC in the context of the different scenarios for the luminosity spectrum. The
results are summarised in Table 5. Similarly, the combined experimental systematic uncertainties
are expected to be around 25 MeV to 50 MeV. The beam energy is expected to be known with
a relative uncertainty of approximately 10−4, both from machine parameter measurements and
from detector measurements of the luminosity spectrum peak from Bhabha scattering, where the
momentum scale can be calibrated using Z boson decays with sufficient accuracy. The precision
of the measurement of the total luminosity, which has a direct impact on the precision of the cross
section measurement used to extract the top quark mass, is expected to be in the few per mille
range [100, 101]. This results in an uncertainty on the top-quark mass of a few MeV, substantially
smaller than other uncertainties considered here. As discussed above, the luminosity spectrum
plays an important role in the analysis of a threshold scan, so the uncertainties of the knowledge
of the spectrum are highly relevant. The studies discussed in [92] make use of a study scaled from
3 TeV [10]. A dedicated study for the 380 GeV case has recently been performed in the context
of the analysis discussed in Section 7.2, which will be used in the future to further refine the
uncertainty estimate for a threshold scan.
Systematic uncertainties also play an important role for the two-parameter studies shown in Fig-
ure 12. Here, the symmetrised theory uncertainties given by scale variations are 60 MeV (41 MeV)
for the top-quark width and 15% (14%) for the top Yukawa coupling for the nominal (‘reduced
charge’) spectrum. The Yukawa coupling is also sensitive to parametric uncertainties from the
strong coupling constant, with an uncertainty of 0.001 in αs leading to an uncertainty of 6.8% on
the top Yukawa coupling, independent of the luminosity spectrum.
7.2 Top-quark mass from radiative events at 380 GeV
In the continuum, the top-quark mass can be extracted from the cross section of radiative events,
e+e−→ ttγ , where a top-quark pair is produced in association with an energetic ISR photon radi-
ated from the incoming electron or positron beam. This method is illustrated here using a parton-
level study at
√
s = 380 GeV. As with the threshold scan, the top-quark mass is extracted directly
in theoretically well-defined mass schemes, avoiding interpretation uncertainties. Figure 13 illus-
trates the dependence of the cross section on the top-quark mass as a function of the effective tt
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centre-of-mass energy,
s′ = s
(
1− 2Eγ√
s
)
,
where Eγ is the energy of the ISR photon. The top-quark mass is extracted from a measurement of
dσtt γ/d
√
s′, by fitting templates computed from:
dσtt γ
dcosθ d
√
s′
=
αem
pi2
g(x,θ)σtt (s
′).
Here, g(x,θ) is a calculable function of the polar angle θ of the emitted photon, and the photon
energy fraction x = Eγ/
√
s. The polar angle is integrated over a range in which the photon can be
measured in the detector, which excludes the photon being collinear with the incoming electron or
positron. This method requires only identification, rather than complete kinematic reconstruction,
of the top-quark candidates.
An accurate prediction of the
√
s′ distribution requires a matched calculation that includes the en-
hancement of the cross section at the tt production threshold from bound-state effects and remains
valid at centre-of-mass energies well above threshold. The theoretical predictions used in this
study are based on the NNLL renormalization group improved threshold cross section of [23], and
O(α3s ) predictions for the continuum production [102, 103], which have been smoothly matched
together [104]. The cross section for e+e−→ tt +X + γ ISR factorises into the ISR photon emission
from the incoming leptons and the e+e−→ tt +X inclusive production.
The differential cross section of the e+e−→ tt +X + γ ISR process is given as a function of
√
s′ (or,
equivalently, Eγ ) for specific values of s and mt . The input mass for the cross section is expressed
in the MS scheme, although for the calculation itself the 1S [105–107] and the MSR [108–110]
schemes are used. The polar angle θ of the emitted photon is limited to the interval 10◦<θ<170◦,
which agrees with the acceptance of the CLIC detector. The differential distribution in
√
s′ is shown
on the left hand side of Figure 13 for two different values of the top-quark mass. The maximum
sensitivity of the observable is reached at the tt pair production threshold.
The CLIC luminosity spectrum has an important effect on the observable distribution. The two
dashed curves on the left hand side of Figure 13 represent the distribution weighted by the lumi-
nosity spectrum. Compared with the ideal calculation shown in solid lines, the threshold peak is
smeared out considerably. The loss of sensitivity leads to an increase of the statistical uncertainty
on the top-quark mass of ∼ 60% for an integrated luminosity of 1.0ab−1. An estimate of the sta-
tistical precision is obtained by fitting large numbers of pseudo-experiments, each corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 1.0ab−1, to the theoretical prediction with the mass as a free param-
eter. Pseudodata corresponding to one mass point are shown on the right hand side of Figure 13.
The distribution includes the effect of the CLIC luminosity spectrum. Assuming a selection and
reconstruction efficiency of 50% for tt X γ radiative events, consistent with the expected tt event
selection and photon reconstruction efficiency, the resulting statistical precision on the top-quark
mass is 100 MeV. The propagation of the luminosity spectrum uncertainty adds an uncertainty less
than 10 MeV on the top-quark mass determination.
The uncertainty on the mass measurement from theoretical uncertainties is estimated by varying
the renormalisation scales used in the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) calculation [111]. Two
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Figure 13: Prediction of the observable (left) for mt(mt) = 166, 167 GeV (where mt(mt) denotes
the top-quark mass in the MS scheme, evaluated at the top-quark mass in the MS scheme) with
the matched NNLL threshold and NNLO continuum calculation for
√
s= 380 GeV (solid line) and
folded with the CLIC luminosity spectrum (dashed line). Pseudodata (right) generated with the
matched NNLL threshold and NNLO continuum calculation for
√
s = 380 GeV and folded with
the CLIC luminosity spectrum. The markers give a statistical uncertainty estimated from the ±1σ
envelope of 1500 datasets of 1.0ab−1. The binning corresponds to the expected energy resolution of
the electromagnetic calorimeter. The shaded area gives the envelope of the scale variation presented
in Table 6.
h 1/2 1/2 1/2 1 1 1 2 2 2
f 1 3/2 2
√
1/2 1
√
2 1/2 3/4 1
∆mt(mt) [MeV] −120 −113 −113 +1 0 +1 +77 +63 +63
Table 6: Parameter variation and associated shifts in the extracted value of mt(mt) when fitting to
the observable with the default values (h, f ) = (1,1).
parameters, h and f , are used to vary the scales; factors of h, h f , and h f 2 are applied to the hard,
soft, and ultra-soft scales, respectively. These scales correspond to the top-quark mass, top-quark
3-momentum, and kinetic energy of the tt system, respectively. These parameters are varied in the
intervals given in Table 6 and the corresponding cross-section distributions are generated, folded
with the CLIC luminosity spectrum, and fitted using the nominal distribution with the MS mass
mt(mt) as a free parameter. The results are shown in Table 6 and combined results in a theoretical
uncertainty estimate of ±100 MeV. The final precision on the top-quark mass is around 140 MeV
for 1.0ab−1.
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Figure 14: Response distributions for BDT classifiers trained to recognise hadronic top-quark pair
events (left) and semi-leptonic top-quark pair events (right). Distributions for different samples of
tt events and other SM backgrounds are compared for 1.0ab−1 at 380 GeV CLIC.
7.3 Direct top-quark mass reconstruction in the continuum at 380 GeV
The top-quark invariant mass can be extracted from the large sample of top-quark pairs collected
above the threshold, in the continuum at 380 GeV. For this study only hadronic and semi-leptonic
final states are considered. In these final states the top-quark mass can be directly reconstructed
for the hadronic top-quark decay(s), without applying kinematic constraints. The VLC algorithm
is applied using a radius of 1.6 (β , γ = 0.8) to cluster the final state hadrons into six or four
exclusive jets, for hadronic and semi-leptonic event reconstruction, respectively. For suppression of
four-fermion production and quark-pair production processes, which are the dominant background
contributions, two jets are required to be flavour-tagged as b-jets by LCFIPLUS. This pre-selection
removes about 80% of the quark-pair and 92% of the four-fermion backgrounds, while removing
only about 12% of the top-pair production events.
Multivariate BDT (Boosted Decision Tree) classifiers are used for additional suppression of the
non-tt background and classification of the tt candidate events as either hadronic or semi-leptonic
events. The algorithms are trained separately for hadronic and semi-leptonic event selection. The
classification is based on the following variables: total energy of the event, total transverse and
longitudinal momenta, reconstructed missing mass, sphericity and acoplanarity of the event, num-
ber of isolated leptons, energy of isolated lepton with highest transverse momentum, minimum jet
energy for the six-jet final state, minimum and maximum distance cuts for six-, four-, and two-jet
reconstruction with the VLC algorithm.xiv Response distributions of the BDT classifier trained
for selection of fully-hadronic and of semi-leptonic events are shown in Figure 14. Events having
at least one of the classifier responses greater than zero are selected for mass extraction. Events
which are selected in both channels are assigned to the category corresponding to the higher BDT
response. The BDT classification efficiency for top-pair production events is about 90%, while the
four-fermion and quark-pair production backgrounds are suppressed by a factor of about 20 and
100, respectively.
xivFor the four- and two-jet clustering, the identified isolated leptons are not included.
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Figure 15: Distributions of the top-quark mass reconstructed from the hadronic top-quark decays
for hadronic (left) and semi-leptonic (right) events, for 1.0ab−1 at 380 GeV CLIC.
For the mass reconstruction, the jet combination that minimises a χ2 value for the event is selected.
The χ2 formula includes constraints on the invariant masses and Lorentz boosts of the two recon-
structed top-quark candidates, as well as on the two ratios of the reconstructed W boson and the
parent top-quark masses. The use of the mass ratio instead of the W mass constraint is motivated
by the correlation between the reconstructed masses of the W boson and the parent top quark. For
semi-leptonic events exactly one isolated lepton (electron or muon) with energy of at least 15 GeV
is required. Distributions of the reconstructed top-quark mass for hadronic and semi-leptonic top-
quark pair production events are shown in Figure 15. Using a template fit method the position of
the maximum in the invariant mass distribution can be extracted with a statistical uncertainty of
30 MeV and 40 MeV, for hadronic and semi-leptonic events respectively. Varying the value of the
top-quark mass assumed in the χ2 minimisation for the event reconstruction has little influence on
the reconstructed peak position. The expected statistical precision on the top-quark mass, taking
into account both the hadronic and the semi-leptonic channels and the dilution due to the use of the
fixed mass in the χ2 formula, is about 30 MeV.
With high statistical precision of the measurement, systematic effects become the dominant source
of the uncertainty. In particular, to match the expected level of statistical precision, the absolute
jet energy scale should be controlled at the level of 0.02%. Preliminary studies suggest that this
level of precision could be achieved by including a short calibration run at the Z-pole at the start
of each year. A more detailed analysis is required to give a quantitative estimate of the expected
jet energy scale resolution. An additional theoretical uncertainty of at least a few hundred MeV is
also expected when converting the extracted mass value to a particular renormalisation scheme.
Systematic effects resulting from the uncertainty of the jet energy scale can be significantly re-
duced by relating the reconstructed top-quark mass to the mass of the W boson. The statistical
uncertainty on the extracted ratio of the top-quark and W boson masses corresponds to a top-quark
mass uncertainty of about 30 MeV. The measurement is hardly sensitive to the absolute jet energy
scale. However, the energy scale of b-jets, relative to light-quark jets, should still be controlled to
about 0.05%, to match the statistical precision.
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8 Kinematic properties of top-quark pair production
Top-quark production is precisely predicted in the SM but may receive substantial modifications
from new physics effects; for example, theories with extra dimensions [112] and compositeness
[113] can modify the couplings significantly. A deviation from the SM expectation of the forward-
backward asymmetry for b-quarks at the Z pole was observed by the experiments operating at the
electron-positron colliders SLC and LEP. This measurement is in tension with the SM prediction
at the level of 2.8σ [114], and it is the most significant discrepancy of the electroweak precision
data fit. Since these measurements directly involve the third family of quarks, they reinforce the
importance of further precision studies of the top quark counterpart.
Precision studies of observables such as the tt production cross section, σ tt , and the top-quark
forward-backward asymmetry, AFB, provide a simple way to probe the operators presented in Ta-
ble 3 and thus constitute a powerful tool for discovery and a deeper understanding of the nature
of the electro-weak symmetry breaking. The differential tt cross section, as a function of polar
angle of the top quark in the tt centre-of-mass system (defined with respect to the e− beam), is here
described by
dσ
d(cos(θ ∗))
= σ1(1+ cos(θ
∗))2+σ2(1− cos(θ ∗))2+σ3(1− cos2(θ ∗)). (8.1)
At tree level the three terms can be related to the top-quark pair production cross sections for differ-
ent helicity combinations in the final state, σ1,2,3. The coefficients in front of the helicity amplitudes
can be expressed using Equation 4.3 and Equation A.1 by taking into account the polarisation fac-
tors and summing over the different helicity states of the initial and final states. The forward and
backward cross sections, σF and σB, can be obtained by integrating the differential cross section
over the top-quark polar angle ranges, 0 < θ ∗ < pi/2 and pi/2 < θ ∗ < pi , respectively. The total
production cross section, σ tt , can be expressed as
σ tt = σF+σB = (4/3)(2σ1+2σ2+σ3), (8.2)
while the top-quark forward-backward asymmetry is defined as
AFB ≡
σF−σB
σF+σB
=
1
σ tt
2(σ1−σ2). (8.3)
The latter is particularly important to probe and disentangle EFT operators that have a strong an-
gular dependence. Measurements with different beam polarisation, enriching the event samples in
either left-handed or right-handed top-quarks, allow the photon and Z-boson contributions [115] to
be disentangled, while data from two (or more) different centre-of-mass energies effectively con-
strain BSM operators whose effects grow with energy [116, 117]. Extracting σ tt and AFB for the
full CLIC staging programme, thus allows all degrees of freedom in a global fit to be constrained,
as will be seen in Section 11.1.
In addition, the clean environment of lepton colliders is well suited for the accurate measurement
of observables that characterise the differential distributions of the top-quark scattering and de-
cay kinematics. The extra information contained in such observables can improve the sensitivity
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to certain EFT operators. For example, the corrections induced by anomalous dipole moment
operators (i.e., QtB and QtW in Table 3) to the distribution of the azimuthal decay angle of the
top quark grow with energy, while the corresponding effects on σ tt and AFB are essentially energy-
independent [117].xv To best exploit these and other differential features of the signal a multivariate
statistical framework is required. For the tt analyses presented in Section 8.2 and 8.4, we adopt
an approach based on “statistically optimal observables” [119–121]. This method has been used
in the context of top-quark pair production at lepton colliders in [117, 119, 122–124]; more details
are reported in Section 11.1.
The following sections describe the event selection and extraction of σ tt and AFB in tt production
at the different CLIC stages. The results are further used in a global EFT fit to constrain the top-
philic operators in Table 3, a study presented in Section 11, where we also present the results for
the corresponding study using a set of statistically optimal observables.
8.1 General analysis strategy
The analyses presented in this section use the CLIC_ILD detector concept and focus on “lep-
ton+jets” final states (tt → qqqqlν), where the reconstructed charged lepton is used to determine
the charge of the hadronically decaying top quark. Isolated lepton identification hence constitutes
an important part of the analyses. Events without any identified leptons are discarded along with
events with more than one reconstructed lepton. Further, we do not consider semi-leptonic tt events
with a tau lepton as signal since these are more difficult to reconstruct because of the additional
missing energy. The investigation of such events is left for future study.
After having removed the identified isolated lepton, the VLC algorithm is used to cluster the re-
maining particles into either two or four exclusive jets. While the former configuration is suitable
at the higher energy stages where a boosted topology is expected, the latter is used for the initial
stage of CLIC at 380 GeV.
For the analyses presented here, we adopt an operation time split between the two polarisation
states, P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%, consistent with the updated CLIC luminosity staging
baseline [5]. At the initial energy stage of 380 GeV an equal amount of time is assumed for each of
the two polarisations states considered, while at the higher-energy stages a larger fraction of data
(80%) is foreseen at P(e−) = -80%, as motivated by the significant enhancement of important Higgs
physics production mechanisms discussed in Section 2.2. For the general top-philic interpretation
discussed in Section 11.1 some data with P(e−) = +80% is needed, but a fraction lower than 50%
does not degrade the results significantly.
As discussed in Section 3, final states with six fermions are generally dominated by the tt produc-
tion process, but have a contribution from non-tt processes such as single-top production and triple
gauge boson production. An irreducible number of non-tt events is expected in the final analyses at
the high-energy stages of CLIC since these contributions cannot be fully separated due to interfer-
xvSimilar considerations hold for CP-violating EFT operators that could be efficiently probed by specifically designed
CP-odd observables [118].
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Figure 16: The
√
s′ distribution for tt events at
√
s= 1.4(3)TeV in blue (red), including QED ISR,
electroweak corrections, and the CLIC luminosity spectrum.
ence. While no algorithm can separate them completely, attempts are made in the event selection
to reduce the fraction of non-tt events using some of the characteristic features of the tt process.
Top-quark pair production is simulated as part of an inclusive six-fermion sample. For the analyses
at
√
s = 1.4 TeV and
√
s = 3 TeV, the tt events are extracted using a parton-level categorisation
requiring two on-shell top-quark candidates. Each candidate consists of three of the six final state
particles and should have a mass within ∼7.6 GeV of the generated top-quark mass; this value
corresponds to five times the generated top-quark width. To stay conservative we treat the non-tt
contributions as background in the following. The analyses further consider a range of additional
relevant background processes, including di-quark final states and final states resulting from WW-
and ZZ-fusion events.
The unique beam conditions at CLIC give rise to a luminosity spectrum with a peak at the nominal
collision energy as shown in Figure 1. This results in a distribution of effective collision energies√
s′ as illustrated in Figure 16, where the tt cross section is shown including the effects of beam-
strahlung and ISR. This enables an extension of the tt analyses to include radiative events, with a
collision energy below the nominal collision energy
√
s. Such events are studied for the 1.4 TeV
dataset. In addition, we study the tt production at the nominal collision energies of 380 GeV,
1.4 TeV, and 3 TeV.
The top-quark forward-backward asymmetry and the total production cross section are extracted
by fitting Equation 8.1 to the reconstructed polar-angle distribution of the hadronically decaying
top quark (or anti-top quark) as calculated in the tt centre-of-mass system. Note that the sign of
cos(θ ∗) is inverted for events with hadronically decaying anti-top quarks. The fit is performed after
background subtraction and correction for finite selection efficiencies. The measured cross sections
represent a convolution of σ tt with the luminosity spectrum. In the analyses at
√
s = 1.4 TeV and
3 TeV the extraction of σ tt is performed in a range of effective collision energies close to the
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Figure 17: Top-quark polar angle distributions for operation at
√
s= 380GeV after the application
of a quality cut based on the kinematic variable D2. A cut of D2 < 15(1) was applied for the
left (right) figure. The solid lines show the reconstructed distributions including the effects of
detector modelling, event reconstruction and candidate selection, while the dashed lines show the
WHIZARD parton-level distributions, for the two beam polarisation configurations considered.
Note that efficiency corrections have been applied, corresponding to the parton-level expectation
for D2 < 15.
nominal collision energy.
The analysis at 380 GeV is presented in Section 8.2. Radiative events are used to extract the top-
quark production observables in three intervals of
√
s′ for operation at
√
s = 1.4TeV. Here the
tt events are selected using a multivariate classifier including variables sensitive to the top-quark
sub-structure; the analysis is presented in detail in Section 8.3. Events that are either partially or
substantially boosted are studied at 1.4 and 3 TeV, where we apply a dedicated tagger for iden-
tification of boosted top quarks; see a description of the tagger in Section 6 and of the analysis
in Section 8.4. The results of the three analyses are presented in Section 8.5, while Section 8.6
includes a discussion of the dominant systematic uncertainties.
8.2 tt production at 380 GeV
At the 380 GeV stage of CLIC, top-quark candidates are formed by combining jets into larger ob-
jects. The input jets result from an initial clustering of PFOs with loose timing cuts as explained
in Section 5.3. The PFOs are clustered into exactly four jets using the VLC algorithm with a radius
of 1.6 (β , γ = 0.8). The use of such a large jet radius is made possible by the low level of beam-
induced background at 380 GeV. Note that this analysis is based on the one developed in [115]. A
summary of the analysis is presented in this section; further details are available in [125].
The general selection relies extensively on b-tagging as well as the identification of one isolated
lepton. Two jets must satisfy high and intermediate purity b-tagging selection criteria. In addi-
tion, the non-b-tagged jets are required to have an energy above 15 GeV. The b-tagging criteria
are applied using the standard flavour-tagging tools described in Section 5.3 and alone suppress
about 97% of the dominant W+W− background. Lepton candidates are selected as outlined in
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Section 5.3, with a resulting efficiency of about 85% for tt events with a leptonic decay (e, µ). The
lepton candidate is removed from the list of PFOs considered for jet clustering. Additionally, we
require that the pT of the isolated lepton candidate fulfills pT ≥ 10GeV.
Top-quark candidates are formed by merging the two non-b-tagged jets, which form the hadroni-
cally decaying W boson, with each of the two b-tagged jets. The ambiguity in this reconstruction
is resolved by minimising the kinematic variable d2 defined as
d2 =
(
mt−174GeV
σmt
)2
+
(
Et−190GeV
σEt
)2
+
(
E∗b −68GeV
σE∗b
)2
+
(
cosθbW−〈cosθbW〉
σcosθbW
)2
,
where mt and Et are the invariant mass and energy of the hadronically decaying top-quark candi-
date, E∗b is the energy of the b-quark in the centre-of-mass frame of the top quark, and cosθbW is the
angle between the b-tagged jet and the W boson candidate in the lab frame. The reference values
for the two first quantities correspond to the simulated values of the top-quark mass and energy,
while the third quantity is the expectation value from the two-body decay kinematics of the top
quark. The fourth quantity, 〈cosθbW〉=−0.67, is the mean of the corresponding distribution from
studies using full simulation. The denominator in each term represents the width of the observed
distribution. Achieving a good pairing of the jets from the hadronically decaying W boson with
the associated b-tagged jet from the top-quark decay is particularly important at 380 GeV, where
the event topology is isotropic and substantial mixing between the jets from the top- and anti-top
quark occur.
The above jet pairing gives a source of mis-reconstruction that can lead to severe effects predom-
inately for the P(e−) = -80% sample that is enriched with top quarks of left-handed helicity. For
top quarks with left-handed helicity, the W boson is emitted opposite to the flight-direction of the
top quark and decays nearly at rest. The resulting final state has two hard jets from the b-quarks
and soft jets from the hadronically decaying W boson; a configuration that leads to substantial
migrations in the top-quark polar angle distribution when paired wrongly. Since the directional
measurement depends very strongly on the correct association of top-quark decay particles, the
final step of the analysis is carried out separately for the two polarisation states with stricter quality
cuts applied for the extraction of AFB for the negative beam polarisation.
The selection criteria 40 GeV < mW < 190 GeV and 100 GeV < mt < 250 GeV are applied to the
reconstructed top candidates. Note that the loose upper cut on mW is mainly applied to reject mis-
reconstructed events. The preselection requirements on the lepton, jets and top-quark candidate, as
defined above, efficiently reduce the number of background events as seen in Table 7 and Table 8.
The effect of migration in the top-quark polar angle distribution is reduced by applying a quality
cut on D2, defined as
D2 =
(γt−〈γt〉
σγt
)2
+
(
E∗b −68GeV
σE∗b
)2
+
(
cosθbW−〈cosθbW〉
σcosθbW
)2
,
where 〈γt〉=
√
s/2mt ≈ 1.09 and σγt is the mean and width, respectively, of the observed distribu-
tion of the top-quark Lorentz factor obtained from studies using full simulation. Figure 17 shows
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Process σ [ fb] εPre [%] εD2<15 [%] εD2<1 [%] ND2<15 ND2<1
e+e−→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ) 161 69 93 34 51,080 18,802
e+e−→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 80.5 16 90 29 5,946 1900
e+e−→ qqqqqq 215 0.61 67 6.6 440 44
e+e−→ qqlνlν 61.8 5.6 58 5.5 1006 96
e+e−→ qqqq 8,910 0.01 44 2.9 226 16
e+e−→ qqlν 9,800 0.03 20 1.6 302 24
e+e−→ qqll 1,840 0.25 43 3.4 970 76
e+e−→ qq 26,100 0.01 32 0.57 360 6
Table 7: Pre-selection and final event selection efficiencies and expected number of events for
the tt analysis of CLIC at a nominal collision energy of 380 GeV. The numbers are shown for
P(e−) = -80% assuming 0.5ab−1.
Process σ [ fb] εPre [%] εD2<15 [%] εD2<1 [%] ND2<15 ND2<1
e+e−→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ) 76 72 93 34 25,320 9,398
e+e−→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 38.1 17 89 28 2,854 912
e+e−→ qqqqqq 102 0.65 70 9.1 234 30
e+e−→ qqlνlν 29.2 5.7 56 5.2 466 44
e+e−→ qqqq 1,240 0.03 39 1.4 68 2
e+e−→ qqlν 1,360 0.03 17 0.52 34 2
e+e−→ qqll 1,690 0.21 42 2.0 738 36
e+e−→ qq 16,400 0.01 26 2.0 162 12
Table 8: Pre-selection and final event selection efficiencies and expected number of events for
the tt analysis of CLIC at a nominal collision energy of 380 GeV. The numbers are shown for
P(e−) = +80% assuming 0.5ab−1.
the top-quark polar angle distributions for the hadronically decaying top quarks in the signal sam-
ple after application of the quality cut D2 < 15 (D2 < 1). As expected, the effect of migration is
most clearly seen for P(e−) = -80%, for which a strict cut has to be placed to retrieve the MC AFB
value.xvi
The signal selection efficiency for the dataset at P(e−) = -80%, relevant for the extraction of AFB as
introduced in Equation 8.3, is 69% after the initial pre-selection and drops to 23% when applying
the quality cut D2 < 1. The corresponding numbers for P(e−) = +80% are 72% after the initial
pre-selection and 67% after the application of the quality cut D2 < 15. As the extraction of σ tt ,
introduced in Equation 8.2, is less sensitive to mis-reconstructions, a cut at D2 < 15 is applied for
xviNote that the normalisation of D2 is different from a pure χ2. This is caused by tails in the distributions for which
the widths (σ ’s) in the denominators are derived.
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Figure 18: The N-subjettiness ratio τ2/τ1 for the leptonically decaying large-R jet (left). Recon-
structed centre-of-mass energy
√
s′R from kinematic fitting vs the generated collision energy,
√
s′,
including the effects of the luminosity spectrum and ISR (right). To illustrate the correlation down
to lower
√
s′, the
√
s′ distribution is reweighted so that each column contains the same number of
entries, leading to a flat distribution in
√
s′.
both polarisations since it already suppresses background events efficiently. The efficiencies for
signal and dominant background processes are presented in Table 7 and Table 8. Contributions
from other backgrounds such as e+e−→ qqνν and additional six-fermion processes are found to
be negligibly small.
The looser cut is also applied in the construction of the statistically optimal observables. Here we
apply a modified quality cut for P(e−) = -80%, that puts constraints on both the leptonic and the
hadronic side of the event; this reduces the efficiency by ∼ 40%, resulting in 31,032 events in the
final event sample.
8.3 Radiative events at 1.4 TeV
This section describes an analysis using radiative events to extract σ tt and AFB in regions of
√
s′
below the nominal collision energy of
√
s = 1.4TeV. The AFB is evaluated across three mutually
exclusive intervals in
√
s′: 0.40 – 0.90 TeV, 0.90 – 1.2 TeV and≥ 1.2 TeV. The analysis is based on
the study discussed in detail in [126].
This analysis uses jet-shape variables such as N-subjettiness [127] as input to a multivariate clas-
sifier. These variables are well suited for the identification of boosted objects with multi-body
kinematics and discriminate effectively against QCD background jets.
The first stage of the event reconstruction is the identification of isolated charged leptons. In this
analysis we apply a jet-based procedure where initially all PFOs are clustered into five jets using
the Durham algorithm [82]. In the next step all PFOs identified as a charged lepton by the PANDO-
RAPFA algorithm are considered as a candidate. The energy ratio between each such candidate and
the corresponding jet it was clustered into is evaluated, and the candidate with the highest energy
ratio is selected as the isolated lepton. For events without explicit input candidates from PANDO-
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RAPFA, which amount to 2%(1%) of the events with a final state electron (muon), the PFO with
the highest energy ratio is chosen to ensure high efficiency. This method yields a charge tagging
efficiency of 93% (96%) for electrons (muons).
The remaining PFOs are clustered into two exclusive large-R jets using the VLC algorithm with a
jet radius of 1.5 (β ,γ = 1). The large-R jets are associated with either the hadronically decaying
top quark or the b-quark from the leptonically decaying top quark. After evaluating the association
based on invariant mass, energy, b-quark tagging, and separation of jets from the isolated lepton,
associating the jet with the highest energy with the hadronically decaying top quark is found to
give the best performance for reconstructing the correct top-quark decay angle.
The sub-structure of each large-R jet is characterised by the N-subjettiness [127], τN , defined as
τN =
1
d0
∑
k
pT,k min{∆R1,k,∆R2,k, . . . ,∆RN,k},
where k runs over the constituent particles of the jet, each with transverse momentum pT,k. The
distance in the pseudorapidity-azimuth plane, between each candidate subjet J and constituent
particle k, is denoted ∆R2J,k = ∆η
2+∆φ 2 and d0 = R0 ·∑k pT,k, where R0 is the jet radius used in
the large-R jet clustering. τN quantifies to what degree a jet can be regarded as composed of N
subjets. A large value would indicate that the jets have a large fraction of their energy distributed
away from the candidate subjet directions, i.e. that it has at least N + 1 subjets. A key step for
defining N-subjettiness is to make an appropriate choice of the candidate subjets. In this analysis
they are produced by reclustering the large-R jets into J exclusive jets (kt algorithm, R = 0.3).
The analysis studied several ratios τN+1/τN for both the hadronically and leptonically decaying top
quark. The N-subjettiness ratio τ2/τ1 for the leptonically decaying large-R jet is shown to the left
of Figure 18. This variable is used to distinguish the b-quark of the leptonic top-quark decay from
jets with a multi-pronged sub-structure as present in some of the background processes considered.
The distributions are shown after both pre-selection and quality cuts and are normalised to unity.
The jet-multiplicity of each large-R jet is estimated by reclustering the constituent PFOs with a
small radius of R = 0.05 using the kt algorithm, quoting the number of resulting inclusive micro-
jets. The sub-structure of the large-R jets is further characterised by reclustering the large-R jet
into three exclusive jets, with a radius R = 0.3 using the kt algorithm, and studying the angular
separation of the resulting subjets. A small separation is observed for background events due
to fake splitting of single-quark jets, while the genuine sub-structure of the top-quark jets yields
larger separations. We also define the so-called jet splitting scales, d23 and d34, representing the jet
clustering distance parameters for the two last merging steps in the exclusive large-R jet clustering.
Kinematic fitting, as implemented in MarlinKinFit [128], is used to reconstruct the
√
s′ of each col-
lision, allowing for ISR and beamstrahlung. The fit has four degrees of freedom (the 3-momentum
of the neutrino and the z component of the photon momentum) and six constraints (the total 4-
momentum of the system, the mass of the leptonically decaying W boson, and the masses of the
two top-quark candidates). It is assumed that any unobserved ISR and beamstrahlung contribu-
tions have negligible transverse momentum. This method yields a resolution of ∼75 GeV on
√
s′.
A cut is placed on the resulting reconstructed
√
s′R, as part of the pre-selection. The cut value
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corresponds to the definition of the kinematic region for each signal interval considered. The re-
construction performance is illustrated to the right of Figure 18. The figure shows the correlation
between the reconstructed and generated values on an event-by-event basis, down to the lowest col-
lision energies. All subsequent references to jet kinematic properties in this section refer to those
of the fitted objects.
The full event selection is performed in three stages: a pre-selection to suppress apparent back-
grounds, a cut on reconstruction quality, and finally a multivariate classification algorithm. The
selection is based on PFOs with tight timing cuts, as discussed in Section 5.3.xvii
The pre-selection consists of the following requirements:
• scalar sum of transverse momenta > 200GeV,
• energy of the hadronically decaying top quark > 100GeV,
• transverse momentum of b-quark jet > 20GeV,
• and jet splitting scales − log10(d23)< 7 and − log10(d34)< 9.
These cuts are followed by a series of quality cuts aimed at removing events in which the polar
angle of the hadronically decaying top quark is poorly reconstructed, for example due to proximity
to the edge of the detector acceptance. The cuts used are:
• invariant mass and transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying top quark > 100GeV,
• invariant mass of the leptonically decaying top quark < 100GeV,
• angle θ12 between the leading and next-to-leading energy subjets of the hadronically decaying
top quark 0.2 < cosθ12 < 0.9,
• jet splitting scale − log10(d23)> 3,
• z component of the total event momentum from the kinematic fitter < 100GeV (used as a
quality cut for the kinematic fitter routine).
The final stage of the event selection was performed by training two BDTs to search for tt events,
one with a centre-of-mass energy
√
s′ above 1.2 TeV and one with a centre-of-mass energy
√
s′
below or equal to 1.2 TeV. Each BDT uses 21 variables based on the kinematics of the hadronically
decaying top quark, lepton and b-jet, the substructure of both large-R jets, the number of lepton
candidates with energy > 30GeV, b-quark tagging information, and event shapes.
The event selection efficiencies for the signal and dominant background processes are shown in
Table 17, Table 18, and Table 19 in the Appendix, along with the total number of selected events.
Contributions from additional backgrounds such as e+e−→ qqνν and additional six-fermion pro-
cesses are found to be negligibly small. Note that most events with a large energy loss due to
photon radiation also have a large net boost along the z-direction which makes them more difficult
to reconstruct. In particular, this results in a significantly lower overall efficiency for the selection
in the interval 0.40 ≤
√
s′ ≤ 0.90 TeV. In the same interval we impose a strict cut on the lepton
momentum, > 70GeV.
The polar-angle distributions of the hadronically decaying top-quark candidates are shown in Fig-
xviiThis choice is motivated by the study of jet substructure variables that have lower contamination from beam jets.
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Figure 19: The top-quark polar angle distributions for the analysis of radiative semi-leptonic tt
events at
√
s = 1.4TeV, for P(e−) = -80% (left column) and P(e−) = +80% (right column), and
an integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1 and 0.5ab−1, respectively. Distributions are shown for the
three signal regions in
√
s′. The dashed black curve shows the reconstructed total MC distribution,
while the grey area indicates the level of background only. The blue data points and dotted line
represent one pseudo-experiment after subtraction of background and correction for finite selection
efficiencies, and the corresponding fit, respectively. The red solid line represents the simulated
parton-level distribution.
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ure 19. The dashed black curve shows the reconstructed distribution for the total MC, while the grey
area indicates the level of background only. These include the effects of detector modelling, event
reconstruction, and candidate selection. The blue data points represent one pseudo-experiment per-
formed for the given luminosity, after subtraction of background and correction for finite selection
efficiencies. The blue dotted line shows the fit performed to the pseudo-experiment data and is
used to extract σ tt and AFB as defined in Equation 8.2 and Equation 8.3. The red solid line dis-
plays the simulated distribution at parton-level (WHIZARD). The distributions are shown for the
fiducial region −0.9 ≤ cosθ ∗ ≤ 0.9. The selection efficiency in the region −0.6 ≤ cosθ ∗ ≤ 0.6
is generally flat with a central value of 40% in the interval
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV, 35% in the interval
0.90 ≤
√
s′ ≤ 1.2 TeV, and 4% in the interval 0.40 ≤
√
s′ ≤ 0.90 TeV. In the forward regions the
efficiency drops by a factor of 2 in all three regions of
√
s′, as visible in Figure 19.
8.4 Boosted event topologies
For operation above ∼ 1 TeV a large fraction of the top quarks will be produced with significant
boosts. In particular, the event topology is very different from that of the analysis described in
Section 8.2, where the top quarks are produced close to the threshold with a resulting isotropic
event topology, as illustrated by an example event in the upper panel of Figure 20. In contrast,
the lower panel of Figure 20 shows a boosted semi-leptonic tt event at 3 TeV with clear separation
between the decay products of the top- and anti-top quark respectively. Owing to the boost, the
top-quark candidates are more easily distinguishable from each other and the relative effect of
migrations, as discussed in Section 8.2, is therefore expected to be smaller. This section describes
the event selection and results for an analysis targeting semi-leptonic tt events (l = e,µ) at the
collision energies of 1.4TeV and 3TeV. The signal events are restricted to the kinematic region
defined as
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV and
√
s′ ≥ 2.6 TeV, respectively. A corresponding cut is applied to the
reconstructed collision energy,
√
s′R, as part of the pre-selection defined below.
The event selection proceeds through the identification of one isolated charged lepton in associ-
ation with one boosted top quark, the latter being identified using the dedicated top-quark tagger
algorithm whose details and performance are described in Section 6. The selection is based on
PFOs with selected timing cuts at 1.4TeV and tight timing cuts at 3TeV; see the discussion
in Section 5.3.
The isolated charged lepton in the event is identified using the isolated lepton finding procedure
described in Section 5.3. In addition we require that the pT of the isolated lepton candidate is
larger than 10GeV. In cases where several candidates exist, the candidate with the highest pT is
selected. The resulting isolated lepton efficiency is about 90% (80%) for final states with a muon
(electron), out of which 99% (98%) are identified with the correct charge.
The remaining PFOs are clustered in two subsequent steps following the approach outlined in
Section 6. The resulting two exclusive large-R jets are used as input to the top-quark tagging
algorithm that constitutes the basis for identification of the hadronically decaying top quark in the
following analysis.
The pre-selection consists of choosing events with one isolated lepton, one top-quark tagged jet,
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Isolated µ–
Isola
ted 
µ–
Figure 20: Example displays of tt → qqqqµνµ events in CLIC_ILD at
√
s = 380 GeV (top) and√
s = 3 TeV (bottom). The events include overlay of γ γ → hadrons background as described in
Section 5.2. An isolated lepton is clearly seen along with four separate jets (top) or two larger
boosted jets (bottom).
no isolated high-energy photons, and a reconstructed centre-of-mass energy,
√
s′R, above 1.2 TeV.
Isolated high-energy photons are defined as photons from the particle flow reconstruction with a pT
in excess of 75GeV, a polar angle in the range 10◦ ≤ θ ≤ 170◦, and low activity in a cone around
the candidate PFO.
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σ [ fb] εPre [%] εMVA [%] N
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
Process
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)a 18.4 9.83 43 44 85 87 13,469 1,902
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)b 28.5 14.9 2.5 2.7 68 56 952 111
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 23.2 12.3 4.7 4.8 63 57 1,379 167
e+e−(6→ tt)→ qqqqlν 72.2 16.5 6.0 7.2 35 59 3,032 348
e+e−→ qqqqqq 116 44.9 2.3 2.4 9.2 9.5 499 51
e+e−→ qqlνlν 44.1 15.3 1.2 1.5 27 40 285 45
e+e−→ qqqq 2,300 347 0.31 0.47 0.22 0.56 32 5
e+e−→ qqlν 6,980 1,640 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 - -
e+e−→ qqll 2,680 2,530 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 - -
e+e−→ qq 4,840 3,170 0.21 0.16 1.3 0.00 259 -
aKinematic region defined as
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV
b
√
s′ < 1.2 TeV
Table 9: Event selection summary for the analysis of tt events at
√
s= 1.4 TeV, assuming 2.0ab−1
and 0.5ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%, respectively. The cross section quoted for
the signal sample in the uppermost row is defined in the kinematic region
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV. The
fractional pre-selection and MVA selection efficiencies are shown in the subsequent columns along
with the number of events in the final sample.
To reconstruct the effective centre-of-mass
√
s′ we first assume that the missing transverse momen-
tum, estimated by adding up the 4-vectors of the two large-R jets and the isolated charged lepton,
can be used as an estimator for the neutrino transverse momentum components. Here we neglect
the effect from unidentified ISR and beamstrahlung photons. The z-component of the neutrino
momentum, pν,z, is retrieved by solving
M2W = m
2
l +2(ElEν−~pl ·~pν), (8.4)
given a constraint on MW , the mass of the leptonically decaying W boson. Here, the indices l and ν
denote the lepton and neutrino candidate quantities, respectively. Equation 8.4 is quadratic in pν,z
and has no solution if the observed missing transverse energy fluctuates such that the invariant mass
of the combined neutrino-lepton system is above MW . In such cases the missing transverse energy
is scaled to provide a real solution. The resulting neutrino-lepton system solutions are combined
with each of the large-R jets and the final candidate is chosen as the one that yields a mass closest
to the generated top-quark mass. This method yields an RMS on
√
s′ of∼140 GeV. A cut is placed
on the reconstructed quantity,
√
s′R, corresponding to the kinematic regions of the signal.
The remaining events are analysed using multivariate classification algorithms based on BDTs. In
light of the large variety of the different backgrounds considered, two initial MVAs are trained
focussing on slightly different topologies. The first MVA is trained using backgrounds with two
quarks and either 0, 1, or 2 leptons, while the second MVA focuses on fully-hadronic four-quark and
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σ [ fb] εPre [%] εMVA [%] N
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
Process
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)a 3.48 1.89 41 43 80 85 4,563 692
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)b 13.7 7.26 0.98 0.86 65 76 352 48
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 8.45 4.51 3.6 3.8 58 47 699 81
e+e−(6→ tt)→ qqqqlν 99.6 22.6 1.4 1.4 23 51 1,344 155
e+e−→ qqqqqq 54.0 18.0 3.4 3.8 4.7 6.1 344 41
e+e−→ qqlνlν 59.7 14.9 0.28 0.37 23 40 155 22
e+e−→ qqqq 963 130 0.36 0.38 0.21 0.39 29 2
e+e−→ qqlν 8,810 2,310 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 - -
e+e−→ qqll 3,230 3,060 0.02 0.02 0.44 0.00 13 -
e+e−→ qq 3,510 2,390 0.15 0.11 0.29 0.00 61 -
aKinematic region defined as
√
s′ ≥ 2.6 TeV
b
√
s′ < 2.6 TeV
Table 10: Event selection summary for the analysis of tt events at
√
s = 3 TeV, assuming 4.0ab−1
and 1.0ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%, respectively. The cross section quoted for
the signal sample in the uppermost row is defined in the kinematic region
√
s′ ≥ 2.6 TeV. The
fractional pre-selection and MVA selection efficiencies are shown in the subsequent columns along
with the number of events in the final sample.
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Figure 21: Top-quark polar angle distributions from the analysis of boosted semi-leptonic tt events,
at a nominal collision energy of 1.4 TeV for P(e−) = -80% (left) and P(e−) = +80% (right), and
an integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1 and 0.5ab−1, respectively. The dashed black curve shows the
reconstructed total MC distribution, while the grey area indicates the level of background only. The
blue data points and dotted line represent one pseudo-experiment after subtraction of background
and correction for finite selection efficiencies, and the corresponding fit, respectively. The red solid
line represents the simulated parton-level distribution.
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Figure 22: Top-quark polar angle distributions from the analysis of boosted semi-leptonic tt events,
at a nominal collision energy of 3 TeV for P(e−) = -80% (left) and P(e−) = +80% (right), and an
integrated luminosity of 4.0ab−1 and 1.0ab−1, respectively. See further details in Figure 21.
six-quark jet topologies. The final MVA considers all relevant backgrounds and includes the score
from the two initial MVAs. Each MVA is trained on the 20 most important variables and the pa-
rameters of the algorithm are tuned to reduce overtraining. In addition to the scores from the initial
MVAs, the most important variables include those derived from the kinematics of both the hadroni-
cally and leptonically decaying top quark (including the detailed output from the top-tagger), event
missing pT, visible energy and event shape, lepton kinematics, flavour tagging information, jet
splitting scales, and substructure variables such as N-subjettiness discussed in Section 8.3. Sepa-
rate BDTs are applied for the 1.4 TeV and 3 TeV samples and for the two different polarisations
considered. The cut applied on the classification score is chosen to minimise the statistical un-
certainty on the two extracted observables AFB and σ tt , which are defined in Equation 8.2 and
Equation 8.3.
The fractional event selection efficiencies for the signal and dominant background processes along
with the total number of events selected are shown in Table 9 and Table 10 for the samples at
nominal collision energies of 1.4 and 3 TeV. Note that the cross sections quoted include the effect
of ISR and the CLIC luminosity spectrum. The signal samples are further defined in the kinematic
regions
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV and
√
s′ ≥ 2.6 TeV, respectively. Contributions from other backgrounds
such as e+e−→ qqνν and additional six-fermion processes are found to be negligibly small.
The polar-angle distributions of the hadronically decaying top-quark candidates are shown in Fig-
ure 21 and Figure 22. See Section 8.3 for a full description of the different distributions shown. The
selection efficiency in the region −0.7≤ cosθ ∗ ≤ 0.7 is generally flat with a central value of about
50% for both analyses, at
√
s = 1.4 TeV and
√
s = 3.0 TeV. In the forward regions the efficiency
drops to 30%, as visible in Table 9 and Table 10.
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8.5 Cross section and asymmetry measurements
The total production cross section σ tt
xviii and forward-backward asymmetry AFB are extracted from
the polar-angle distribution in each analysis. Equation 8.1 is assumed to correctly describe the
shape of the distributions and is fitted in the fiducial region −0.9 ≤ cos(θ ∗) ≤ 0.9, motivated by
the limited acceptance in the very forward region. The resulting parameters σ1,2,3 are used to
extract the observables through Equation 8.2 and Equation 8.3.
The polar-angle distributions are fitted after background subtraction and correction for finite selec-
tion efficiencies. For the analysis at
√
s= 380 GeV, the overall shape of the polar-angle distribution
is restored by the quality (D2) cut, and an overall constant factor is used to correct for the selection
efficiency. For the analyses at higher centre-of-mass energy the limited acceptance of the event
selection in the forward region significantly distorts the reconstructed polar-angle distributions as
seen for example in Figure 21. To compensate for the selection efficiencies, an efficiency correction
estimated bin-by-bin is applied. To avoid a bias from statistical fluctuations it is estimated using
half of the available sample and applied to the other half, and vice versa. This procedure assumes
that the MC correctly describes the selection efficiency in the polar-angle distribution.
The results from the analyses discussed in Section 8 are summarised in Table 11 and Table 12. The
tables show the reconstructed quantities σ tt and AFB. These agree well with the MC prediction
for the SM. Results at 1.4TeV, for the region
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV, were computed for each of the two
xviiiNote that the extracted cross sections represent a convolution of σ tt with the luminosity spectrum in a range of
effective collision energies.
√
s 380 GeVa 1.4 TeVb 3 TeV b
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
σ tt
c [fb] 161.00 75.97 18.44 9.84 3.52 1.91
stat. unc. [fb] 0.77 0.52 0.21 0.29 0.07 0.09
AFB 0.1761 0.2065 0.567 0.620 0.596 0.645
stat. unc. 0.0067 0.0059 0.008 0.020 0.014 0.034
Table 11: Results from the analysis of semi-leptonically decaying top quarks at the three stages of
CLIC. The values are obtained from full simulation studies using the CLIC_ILD detector concept.
Note that the cross section, σ tt , and AFB are defined in the kinematic region of
√
s′ ≥ 1.2(2.6) TeV
for operation at
√
s= 1.4 TeV(3 TeV). For operation at
√
s= 380 GeV the AFB for P(e
−) = -80% is
extracted using the event sample defined by D2 < 1; the other results at
√
s= 380 GeV are obtained
using the sample with a looser selection cut, D2 < 15.
aResults from Section 8.2
bResults from Section 8.4
cConvolution of σ tt with the CLIC luminosity spectrum in the kinematic region studied.
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√
s′ ∈ [400,900) TeV
√
s′ ∈ [900,1200) TeV
√
s′ ≥ 1200GeV
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
σ tt
a [fb] 16.56 8.63 11.01 5.87 18.41 9.84
stat. unc. [fb] 0.73 0.88 0.23 0.36 0.22 0.33
AFB 0.458 0.514 0.546 0.588 0.562 0.621
stat. unc. 0.050 0.127 0.021 0.055 0.011 0.029
Table 12: Results for radiative events at
√
s = 1.4 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1
and 0.5ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%, respectively. Values are shown from three
intervals of
√
s′ below the nominal collision energy.
aConvolution of σ tt with the CLIC luminosity spectrum in the kinematic region studied.
analyses presented in Section 8.3 and Section 8.4, respectively. These show good agreement taking
into account the different event selection efficiencies, and serve as a useful cross-check.
The results presented in this section are the first studies of tt production in full simulation for
a multi-TeV e+e− collider. Further improvements can be made for example by including fully-
hadronic final states, or semi-leptonic tau events where the tau decays leptonically. However, for
the former, the jet charge reconstruction, needed for the reconstruction of observables such as the
AFB, is challenging and needs to be studied in more detail. The BSM reach of these results is
illustrated in Section 11 where the sensitivity of top-philic operators is presented.
8.6 Systematic uncertainties
The expected uncertainties given in Table 11 and Table 12 are purely statistical and do not include
potential sources of systematic uncertainty. The results presented illustrate the level of precision
desirable for the control of systematic effects. Although a full investigation of systematic uncer-
tainties is beyond the scope of this paper, the impacts of some ad-hoc variations are discussed
for the analysis of radiative events at
√
s = 1.4TeV, presented in Section 8.3. This analysis is
used as an example because the statistical uncertainties are generally lower at
√
s= 1.4TeV than at√
s= 3TeV. Further, events with signifiant energy loss due to ISR and beamstrahlung, as studied in
this analysis, are potentially more likely to be sensitive to systematic uncertainties as background
rejection is more challenging. In this sense, systematic effects estimated for the radiative event
analysis can be considered as conservative estimates for the other analyses. In each case studied,
the effects on σ tt and AFB are considered.
• The normalisation of the background is varied by ±5%. We consider only the dominant back-
ground processes: qqqqlν (non-tt), qqlνlν, and qq. This leads to an effect on the cross section
of around 1–3%, and around 0.4–1.2% for AFB;
• The background shape modelling is studied by applying a linear gradient of ±2% to the shape
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of the total background in cos(θ ∗). This leads to an uncertainty of about 0.2–0.8% on σ tt and
0.9–2.9% on AFB;
• To check for a possible bias in the event selection towards the generated AFB, the MC datasets are
reweighted to different values of AFB according to Equation 8.1 and Equation 8.3. The relation
between the reconstructed and generated values of AFB is found to be linear and hence such an
effect could be corrected for.
The analysis is found to be insensitive to the choice of fit range or MVA score cut value. In
addition, it is expected that the integrated luminosity will be known with an accuracy of a few
per mille using the luminometer envisaged for CLIC [100, 101], and therefore does not represent
a significant systematic uncertainty for this analysis. In summary, the estimates presented above
indicate that this analysis is not limited by systematic effects.
9 Associated tt production processes at high energy
At the higher CLIC energy stages, top-quark pairs can be produced in additional processes beyond
e+e−→ tt . The top Yukawa coupling can be directly obtained from the e+e−→ ttH cross section.
This process also allows a study of the CP properties of the Higgs boson in the ttH coupling. The
second CLIC stage at
√
s = 1.5TeV (or the previous baseline of 1.4 TeV as used here) is well
suited for making these measurements. At
√
s = 3TeV the production of top-quark pairs in the
VBF process e+e−→ ttνeνe can also be studied.
9.1 Study of ttH production
Results from a first study of ttH production at CLIC and projections for the precision on the top
Yukawa coupling were presented in [6, 129, 130]. In the following, a refined version of this analysis
is described. An improved version of the flavour tagging is used. The estimated precision on the
top Yukawa coupling is based on NLO QCD calculations [34], whereas the previous analysis used
LO predictions. The sensitivity to CP mixing in the ttH coupling is presented.
Cross section measurement and top Yukawa coupling The e+e− → ttH process has been
studied for the CLIC_SiD detector concept using H→ bb decays at √s = 1.4TeV. The analysis
focuses on fully-hadronic and semi-leptonic top-quark pair decays, which lead to final states with
eight or six jets, respectively, including four b-quark jets. The study assumes unpolarised beams
and an integrated luminosity of 1.5 ab−1. At the end of this section, we also give the expected
uncertainty on the top Yukawa coupling for the baseline scenario described in Section 2.2.
The two channels are differentiated by the presence of an isolated electron, muon or tau lepton. If
zero leptons are found, the event is classified as fully-hadronic. If one lepton is found, the event is
classified as semi-leptonic. Events where more than one lepton is found are not considered further.
The longitudinally-invariant kt algorithm with R = 1.0 is used to cluster the particles of each event
into a specific number of jets. Events classified as fully-hadronic are clustered into eight jets. In
semi-leptonic events, the lepton candidate is removed and the remaining particles are clustered into
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six jets. The jets are then combined to form the W boson, top-quark, and Higgs boson candidates.
For example, in the case of the semi-leptonic channel, the jet assignment with the minimum value
of
χ2 =
(mi j−mW)2
σ2W
+
(mi jk−mt)2
σ2t
+
(mlm−mH)2
σ2H
, (9.1)
gives the W boson, top-quark, and Higgs boson candidates, where mi j is the invariant mass of the
jet pair used to reconstruct the W candidate, mi jk is the invariant mass of the three jets used to
reconstruct the hadronically decaying top-quark candidate, and mlm is the invariant mass of the jet
pair used to reconstruct the Higgs boson candidate. The expected invariant mass resolutions σW,t,H
have been estimated from combinations of two or three reconstructed jets matched to the W boson,
top-quark, and Higgs boson decay products at hadron level. A similar construction is used for the
fully-hadronic channel with additional terms corresponding to the second hadronically decaying
top quark.
Multivariate BDT classifiers are used in the final step of the analysis to separate signal and back-
ground events. These are constructed individually for the semi-leptonic and fully-hadronic event
candidates. The classifiers were trained using variables related to flavour tagging and event kine-
matics, as well as variables derived following the pairing in Equation 9.1: the reconstructed Higgs
mass, the χ2, and angular separations between the event constituents. For the semi-leptonic channel
we also include lepton variables, while the fully-hadronic channel considers additional jet variables.
Cuts on the BDT classifier outputs are chosen to maximise the signal significances, estimated as
S/
√
S+B, where S (B) represent the signal (background) sample.
The expected numbers of selected events for 1.5ab−1 at
√
s = 1.4TeV are listed in Table 13. The
ttH cross section can be measured with a precision of 11.1% in the semi-leptonic channel and
9.6% in the hadronic channel. The combined precision of the two channels is 7.3%. Note that all
ttH processes are considered as signal in the final calculations.
The benchmark analyses described here use LO Monte Carlo samples. The K-factor defined as the
ratio of the NLO to the LO cross section is 0.938 [131] including the effects of ISR and beam-
strahlung. Scaling the projected precision to the NLO cross section leads to an uncertainty of
7.5%.
When extracting the top Yukawa coupling value from the ttH cross section, a small contribution
from the Higgsstrahlung diagram, where the Higgs boson is radiated off the intermediate Z boson,
has to be taken into account [132]. The factor to translate the uncertainty of the ttH production
cross section into an uncertainty on the top Yukawa coupling was calculated including NLO QCD
corrections, ISR and beamstrahlung [131]:
∆yt
yt
= 0.503
∆σ
σ
.
Thus, the expected precision on the top Yukawa coupling is ∆yt/yt = 3.8%, for 1.5ab
−1 of data
at
√
s = 1.4TeV without beam polarisation. The corresponding precision for 2 ab−1 of data with
-80% electron beam polarisation plus 0.5 ab−1 of data with +80% electron beam polarisation is:
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Process N Selected as
fully-hadronic semi-leptonic
e+e−→ ttH, 6 jet, H→ bb 647 367 38
e+e−→ ttH, 4 jet, H→ bb 623 1 270
e+e−→ ttH, 2 jet, H→ bb 150 2 22
e+e−→ ttH, 6 jet, H 6→ bb 473 54 11
e+e−→ ttH, 4 jet, H 6→ bb 455 8 22
e+e−→ ttH, 2 jet, H 6→ bb 110 0 1
e+e−→ ttbb, 6 jet 824 326 26
e+e−→ ttbb, 4 jet 794 57 226
e+e−→ ttbb, 2 jet 191 2 18
e+e−→ ttZ, 6 jet 2,843 345 34
e+e−→ ttZ, 4 jet 2,738 59 217
e+e−→ ttZ, 2 jet 659 1 16
e+e−→ tt 203,700 498 742
Table 13: Expected numbers of signal and background events in the fully-hadronic and semi-
leptonic channels for 1.5ab−1 at
√
s = 1.4TeV. The columns show the total numbers of events
before selection and the numbers of events passing the fully-hadronic and semi-leptonic BDT se-
lections. No preselection is applied in the analysis.
∆yt
yt
= 2.7%.
It was recently demonstrated that an even better statistical precision on yt can be achieved indi-
rectly using loop contributions to decays such as H→ gg [133]. However, this approach implies
additional model dependence compared to the direct extraction described here.
CP mixing in the ttH coupling The measurement of the ttH cross section can be used to search
for a CP-odd contribution to the ttH coupling. Here, CP mixing can be parameterised as
−igttH(cosφ + i sinφ γ 5),
where φ denotes the mixing angle (φ = 0 for the SM case). Note that cos2 φ+sin2 φ = 1 is assumed.
The SM is given by sin2 φ = 0 while sin2 φ = 1 corresponds to a pure CP-odd coupling. The
dependence of the ttH production cross section as a function of sin2 φ is shown in Figure 23 [71].
The cross section decreases linearly with increasing sin2 φ . Similarly to the approach used for the
extraction of the top Yukawa coupling discussed above, the uncertainty on the cross section can be
translated into an uncertainty on sin2 φ .
Signal event samples were generated assuming different values of sin2 φ for the semi-leptonic and
fully-hadronic final states. The semi-leptonic analysis described for the cross section measurement
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Figure 23: Cross section for the process e+e− → ttH at √s = 1.4 TeV including the effects of
ISR and beamstrahlung as a function of sin2 φ (left). Sensitivity to the CP mixing angle sin2 φ as a
function of sin2 φ from the ttH cross section at
√
s= 1.4TeV, assuming an integrated luminosity of
2 ab−1 with -80% electron beam polarisation plus 0.5 ab−1 with +80% electron beam polarisation
(right). The sensitivities for both considered final states are shown separately in addition to the
combined projection.
above was repeated for each sin2 φ value, while for the fully-hadronic analysis the cross section
uncertainty for the SM assumption was extrapolated.
The expected precision as a function of sin2 φ is shown in Figure 23. Although the cross section
decreases by about a factor 3.5 for a pure CP-odd coupling compared with the SM, the sensitivity of
∆sin2 φ ≈ 0.07, for 2 ab−1 of data with -80% electron beam polarisation plus 0.5 ab−1 of data with
+80% electron beam polarisation at
√
s = 1.4TeV, is almost independent of sin2 φ . This precision
can be improved further using additional information provided by differential distributions [134].
9.2 Vector boson fusion production
The high-energy stages of CLIC allow the study of top-quark pair production initiated by low-
virtuality (nearly on-shell) and highly energetic vector bosons, in the so-called vector boson fusion
topology; see for example Figure 4b. This production mode is particularly interesting because it
gives direct access to on-shell W+W−tt production, which might reveal large BSM effects. A
particularly important role in this context is played by VBF production initiated by longitudinally
polarised vector bosons, which are effectively equivalent to the Higgs field at high energy, owing
to the Equivalence Theorem. In several new physics scenarios aimed at addressing the Naturalness
problem, the Higgs boson and the top-quark interactions are largely modified, hence it is natural
to study processes that are directly sensitive to such interactions. A specific example is the en-
hancement of “Higgs current” type operators (namely Qϕt , Q
(1)
ϕq , Q
(3)
ϕq , in Table 3) in the top-quark
compositeness scenario [113] presented further in Section 11.
In this section we present a parton-level study of the CLIC sensitivity to EFT operators in VBF
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top-quark pair production focusing on the W+W−→ tt process and the four operators Qϕt , Q(1)ϕq ,
Q(3)ϕq and QtW . The reason for this choice is that these operators are the only ones, out of the nine in
Table 3, that give contributions to W+W−→ tt with an effect that grows quadratically with energy.
Consequently these are the ones that are best probed by this channel.
The process e+e−→ ttνν was simulated at tree-level using MADGRAPH [36] and the EFT UFO
model [135]. WHIZARD [65] was used for the e+e−→ tt process in order to include the effects
from beamsstrahlung and ISR. The study was performed assuming unpolarised beams. For the
baseline scenario described in Section 2.2, a somewhat better result is expected as the signal cross
section is more enhanced for the -80% electron polarisation configuration compared to the main
background from top-quark pair production.
The starting point for the analysis is to isolate the VBF topology in the complete 2→ 4 process
e+e− → ttνν. This is achieved by reconstructing the invariant mass of the two neutrinos from
the final state top quarks and the initial state momenta, and requiring this to be above 200 GeV.
The main role of this cut is to suppress ttZ production with the Z decaying to neutrinos, which
constitutes a significant fraction of the total ttνν cross section. Figure 24 shows the tt invariant
mass distribution at
√
s = 3TeV for an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1. The left plot shows the
distribution after the cut on the invariant mass of the two neutrinos, for the SM case and for a
BSM scenario including one example EFT operator, Qϕt (Cϕt = −0.41TeV−2), that grows with
energy. In addition, acceptance cuts pT > 20 GeV and |cosθ | ≤ 0.9 are applied to the top-quark
candidates. While a perfect top-quark reconstruction efficiency is assumed in this fiducial region
for the figure, a 70% efficiency, compatible with the results of Section 6, is included in the fit.
A potentially significant background originates from e+e− → tt , if the nominal 3 TeV collision
energy is strongly reduced by ISR or by beamstrahlung effects. However, a loose requirement on
the total missing transverse energy, EmissT > 20 GeV, is sufficient to reduce this background to a
negligible level, as shown to the right of Figure 24. At the same time, the cut has a negligible effect
on the VBF signal.
The sensitivity to the EFT operators is estimated by performing a doubly-differential binned like-
lihood fit to the tt invariant mass and to the cosine of the tt scattering angle in the centre-of-mass
frame. The latter variable improves the sensitivity because the contribution of the EFT operators
has a different angular dependence than that of the SM. Uncorrelated 3% systematic relative un-
certainties are assumed, and summed in quadrature with the statistical error. The 1σ sensitivity
to the four EFT operator coefficients is displayed in Figure 25. Note that the results reported in
the figure are single-operator sensitivities, obtained by including only one operator at a time. The
result should thus be interpreted with care, bearing in mind that cancellations are possible for cer-
tain combinations of operators, resulting in insensitive flat directions of the 4-dimensional operator
space.
In conclusion, the result of this simplified analysis is that VBF top-quark pair production is a
promising EFT probe that merits further study. A more detailed investigation, based on more
realistic simulations and aimed at a more in-depth assessment of the impact of this channel in the
CLIC EFT fit, is currently being performed and will be presented elsewhere.
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Figure 24: Top-quark pair invariant mass distributions for CLIC at
√
s = 3 TeV with 5 ab−1.
e+e−→ ttνν (VBF) after a cut on the invariant mass of the two neutrinos, illustrating the effect of
including one example EFT operator, Qϕt , that grows with energy (left). VBF signal distribution
and the e+e−→ tt SM background process before and after a cut on the total missing transverse
energy, EmissT > 20 GeV (right). Note that e
+e−→ tt includes both ISR and beamstrahlung (BS)
effects.
Figure 25: Single-operator sensitivity (68%) from vector boson fusion top-quark pair production
at the 3 TeV CLIC. Both upper and lower limits are reported simultaneously on each side of the
horizontal line. The stronger limits (dark green) assume perfect top-quark reconstruction and no
systematic uncertainties; the weaker ones (light green) are derived with 50% tt reconstruction
efficiency and 3% systematics.
10 Flavour-changing neutral current top-quark decays
The experimental sensitivity to rare top-quark decays is determined by the expected number of tt
pairs produced, the efficiency of the rare decay reconstruction, and the effectiveness of the back-
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ground suppression. As the cross section for top-quark pair production at higher-energy stages
drops significantly (see Figure 3), we focus on the measurement of the FCNC top-quark decays at√
s = 380 GeV. We also assume that data samples collected with -80% and +80% electron beam
polarisations, corresponding to the integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 each, are combined for the
analysis.
We study FCNC couplings involving the charm quark, as many BSM models enhance these chan-
nels [54]. Channels involving the charm quark can be well reconstructed at CLIC thanks to good
c-tagging capabilities, while the expected limits at the HL-LHC, when based on the searches for
single top production, are expected to be significantly weaker than for the corresponsing channels
involving the up quark. For the t → cγ decay, the measurement of the cross section for single top
production in association with a photon at the HL-LHC can be translated to:
BR(t → cγ) < 7.4 ·10−5,
at 95% C.L. assuming 3ab−1 collected at 14 TeV [136]. If the c-quark dominates t → qH de-
cays, the following 95% C.L. limit is expected using top-quark pair production events at the HL-
LHC [137]:
BR(t → cH) < 2 ·10−4.
10.1 t→ cγ
Top-quark pair production events for the signal sample were generated with WHIZARD 2.2.8 [65,
138] using a model with anomalous top-quark couplings (SM_top_anom). The vector coefficient
of the tensor tcγ coupling was tuned to obtain BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3. This ensures that the contri-
bution from the FCNC decay to the total top-quark width as well as the possibility of having two
FCNC decays in the same event are negligible. The same BR value is also used when comparing
signal and background event distributions. This choice is arbitrary and has no influence on the ex-
pected exclusion limits. Either the top or the anti-top quark (referred to as the “signal top quark” in
the following) decays via the FCNC channel, and the other (denoted the “spectator top quark”) via
the standard hadronic or leptonic decay. The FCNC decay channel t→ cγ is characterised by the
presence of a high-energy photon, with an energy between about 50 GeV and 140 GeV, resulting
from the decay kinematics at
√
s = 380 GeV (see Figure 26). This gives a very clear signature,
allowing for efficient separation of signal events from possible backgrounds. The analysis only
considers the fully-hadronic decay channel where the spectator top quark decays into a b-quark
and a W boson, the latter decaying hadronically. With the signal top quark decaying to a c-quark
and a photon, the target events should contain a high-energy photon and a c-quark jet as well as
one b-quark jet and two jets from the W decay of the spectator top quark. The background sample
considered consists of e+e− events compatible with top-quark pair production (6-fermion sample),
four-fermion production events (dominated by W+W− contribution) and pair production of quarks
other than the top quark.
The analysis uses a relatively loose event pre-selection based on the requirement of an isolated
photon with at least 50 GeV of energy. This requirement reduces the background from standard tt
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Figure 26: Distribution of the reconstructed photon energy for events with FCNC top-quark decay
t → cγ at 380 GeV CLIC. The signal sample is normalised to 1.0 ab−1 and BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3.
decays by a factor of 20 while keeping 92% of the signal events. Contributions from four-fermion
and quark-pair background events are reduced by factors of about 6 and 4, respectively. For the
selected events, a reconstruction of the event kinematics is performed for a signal (γ + 4 jets)
and a background (6 jet) hypothesis. Jets are reconstructed using the VLC algorithm in exclusive
mode with a radius of 1.6 and β = γ = 0.8. For each hypothesis, all the possible jet combinations
are considered, and the configuration that minimises a χ2 value for the event is chosen. The χ2
formula includes constraints on the invariant masses of the two reconstructed top-quark candidates
and one (for signal hypothesis) or two (for background hypothesis) reconstructed W bosons. The
discrimination of background events from signal events is based on a multivariate classifier analysis
using a BDT approach with 42 input variables. The variables giving the largest impact on the
classifier response include the photon properties, reconstructed invariant mass of the signal top
quark, reconstructed b and c jet energies and the total energy of the event, flavour tagging results
and the ratio of χ2 values for the signal and background hypotheses. The resulting distributions
of the BDT classifier response for the signal and background (SM top-quark decays plus other
SM processes) samples are shown in Figure 27. Although there is a significant overlap of the two
distributions, an almost clean sample of signal events can be selected by imposing a tight cut on the
BDT response. This is illustrated in Figure 28, where the reconstructed invariant mass distribution
for the signal top-quark decays is shown after imposing a BDT response cut, BDT score > 0.29
(corresponding to the highest signal significance for the test scenario with BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3).
With this cut, 28% of the signal events are selected while the background contributions are reduced
by three to five orders of magnitude. The total selection efficiency for signal events is 26%. Details
on the selection efficiency for the signal and considered background processes are presented in
Table 14. The expected limit on the branching ratio of the FCNC top-quark decay t → cγ is
extracted from a comparison of the measured BDT response distribution with the distributions
expected for the background and signal+background hypotheses. The expected 95% C.L. limit
calculated using the CLs approach [139] is
BR(t → cγ) < 2.6 ·10−5
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Figure 27: Distribution of the BDT classifier response for events with FCNC top-quark decay
t → cγ (signal, blue histogram) and SM events (background, red histogram), for FCNC selection
at 380 GeV CLIC. The background sample is normalised to 1.0 ab−1 while the signal (events with
FCNC decay) is normalised to BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3. The hatched histogram indicates the contribu-
tion from the six-fermion background.
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Figure 28: Invariant mass distribution of the top quark from the FCNC decay t→ cγ reconstructed
at 380 GeV CLIC after selection based on the BDT response. The distribution is normalised to
1.0 ab−1 and BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3 for the signal events. The hatched histogram indicates the SM
background contribution.
for 1.0 ab−1 collected at 380 GeV. The limit was calculated with RooStats [140] using the frequen-
tist limit calculator method, assuming no signal contribution.
FCNC top-quark couplings to γc and Zc can also be constrained from the limit on the single top-
quark production e+e− → tc. Although these measurements have not been studied in detail for
CLIC, estimates based on a fast simulation approach presented for the FCC-ee running at 350 GeV
[141] indicate that the limit expected from a search for single-top production at 380 GeV CLIC
would be weaker than the one resulting from the direct search for the decay t → cγ , presented
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Sample σ εPre (%) εBDT>0.29 (%) NBDT>0.29
FCNC t → cγ 1.32 fb 92 28 340
6-fermion 691 fb 2.7 0.14 26
4-fermion 13 pb 16 0.003 65
qq 21 pb 24 <0.001 -
Table 14: Cross section values, selection efficiencies and numbers of events expected for signal
and background processes in the analysis searching for FCNC decay t → cγ at CLIC at 380 GeV.
Numbers of events correspond to a luminosity of 1.0 ab−1, assuming unpolarised beams, and
BR(t → cγ ) = 10−3 for signal events.
above.
10.2 t→ cH
For the top-quark FCNC decay t → cH we consider only the final state with the Higgs boson
decaying to two b quarks, H → bb, which has the dominant contribution of about 58% in the SM.
This FCNC decay channel is challenging as the expected final state is the same as for the SM top-
quark pair decays (six jets for the fully-hadronic channel or four jets, an isolated lepton and missing
energy for the semi-leptonic channel). Signal-background discrimination can only be based on the
kinematic event properties and the flavour tagging.
Signal samples were generated with WHIZARD 2.2.8 [65, 138] using the 2HDM(III) model [142]
implemented in SARAH [143]. The background sample considered in the analysis includes a
full set of 6-fermion event samples produced for the study of top-quark pair production at
√
s =
380 GeV described in Section 8. Backgrounds from four-fermion final state events (dominated
by W+ W− production) and from pair production of quarks other than the top quark are also
included. Signal event selection was studied assuming 500 fb−1 of data collected with electron
beam polarisation of -80% and the results were scaled to the integrated luminosity of 1.0 ab−1
collected with equal sharing of -80% and +80% polarisations.
Searches for FCNC decays of the top quark are made in both the fully-hadronic and semi-leptonic
event samples. The analysis is divided into two steps: pre-selection and classification of tt candi-
date events, and final discrimination between FCNC and SM top-quark decays optimised for limit
setting. For the first step, the pre-selection cut and BDT algorithm developed for top-quark pair
event classification are used, as described in Section 7.3. As expected, almost all FCNC signal
events are classified as hadronic or semi-leptonic top-quark pair events, with both the pre-selection
efficiency (εPre) and classification efficiency (εtt ) of about 99%, see Table 15.
When reconstructing the decay kinematics we look for the jet combination that minimises the χ2
value for the corresponding hypothesis. However, to reduce the number of possible jet configu-
rations, an additional, tighter cut on the flavour tagging results is applied first. Only events with
at least three jets with b-tag > 0.4 and one jet with c-tag > 0.4 are considered as FCNC signal
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candidates. Two of these b-jets and a c-jet are then considered as candidates for the FCNC top-
quark decay products (with the Higgs boson decaying to two b-jets). While the efficiency of these
cuts (εFCNC) for signal events is about 45%, all backgrounds from SM processes are significantly
suppressed. Moreover, the number of jet configurations fitting the signal or background hypothesis
is reduced. The valid configurations are then compared based on the χ2 value for the event. For
the SM top-quark pair decay hypothesis, the χ2 formula from the top-quark mass reconstruction is
used, as described in Section 7.3. A similar χ2 formula is used for the FCNC top-quark pair decay
hypothesis, but with one of the W boson masses replaced by the mass of the Higgs boson.
The reconstructed final state kinematics and the flavour tagging results are used as an input for
the final BDT selection optimised to discriminate between signal and background events. The
following variables are used for BDT training: χ2 values for signal and background hypotheses,
reconstructed Higgs boson mass and W boson mass from the spectator top-quark decay, the smaller
of the two b-tag values for the jets from Higgs boson decay, the c-tag and b-tag value for the c-
quark from FCNC decay, the b-tag value for the b-jet from the spectator top-quark decay, the
smaller of the two b-tag values for jets from top-quark decays (for the background hypothesis)
and the responses of the BDT classifier used at the event classification stage (for hadronic and
semi-leptonic event selection, see Section 7.3). The resulting response distributions from the BDT
classifier are presented in Figure 29, separately for the hadronic and the semi-leptonic samples.
The background sample is normalised to 1.0 ab−1 while the signal (events with a FCNC top quark
decay) are normalised to BR(t→ cH)×BR(H→ bb) = 10−3. To select a signal-dominated sample
a relatively tight selection cut on the BDT response is required. Details on the selection efficiency
for the different event samples considered in the analysis are presented in Table 15. For the cut
on the response of the final BDT score, > 0.4, the total selection efficiency for FCNC events is
11% while the suppression of the SM tt background is at the level of 1.4 · 10−4 and the non-tt
backgrounds are suppressed at the level of 10−6.
The expected limit on the branching ratio of the FCNC top-quark decay t → cH is extracted from
a comparison of the measured BDT response distribution with the distributions for the background
and signal+background hypotheses. The 95% C.L. limit calculated with the CLs approach [139] is
BR(t → cH)×BR(H → bb) < 8.8×10−5,
for 1.0 ab−1 collected at 380 GeV.
10.3 t→ cE/
We search for events where the top quark decays into a charm quark and a heavy stable particle,
which escapes from the detector, giving a characteristic ‘missing energy‘ signature. As the mass
of the produced heavy state has to be reconstructed from energy-momentum conservation, only
the hadronic decay channel is considered for the spectator top quark. For the expected final state
consisting of four jets, the dominant background contribution is from processes with four fermions
in the final state, primarily from W+ W− decays. To model the decay to an invisible scalar particle,
dedicated samples of events with t → cH decay were generated, as described in Section 10.2,
with the Higgs boson defined as a stable particle in PYTHIA (and thus invisible in the detector).
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Figure 29: Response distribution of the BDT classifier used for the final t → cH event selection at√
s = 380 GeV, for hadronic (left) and semi-leptonic (right) event samples. The total background
(red histogram) is normalised to 1.0 ab−1 while the signal (events with a FCNC top quark decay;
blue histogram) is normalised to BR(t → cH)×BR(H → bb) = 10−3. The hatched histogram
indicates the contribution from four fermion and quark-pair backgrounds.
Sample σ εPre (%) εtt (%) εFCNC (%) εBDT>0.4 (%) NBDT>0.4
FCNC t → cH 1.32 fb 99 99 45 25 145
6-fermion 691 fb 88 90 3.6 0.51 100
4-fermion 13 pb 8.5 5.1 2.8 0.97 15
qq 21 pb 20 1.1 3.3 0.94 14
Table 15: Cross section values, selection efficiencies, and numbers of events expected for signal
and background processes in the analysis searching for FCNC decay t → cH at CLIC at 380 GeV.
Selection efficiencies are quoted for pre-selection (εPre) and classification (εtt ) of tt events, as well
as for selection of FCNC candidate events (εFCNC) and selection of signal dominated sample with
cut on BDT response (εBDT>0.4). Numbers of events correspond to a luminosity of 1.0 ab
−1 with
equal amounts of -80% and +80% polarisation running, and BR(t → cH)×BR(H → bb) = 10−3
for signal events.
Signal samples for scalar masses from 25 to 150 GeV were generated assuming an electron beam
polarisation of -80% and the results were scaled to the number of top-quark pairs expected for the
integrated luminosity of 1.0 ab−1 collected with equal sharing of -80% and +80% polarisations.
To reduce large backgrounds coming from four-fermion and quark-pair production processes a set
of pre-selection cuts is applied. We require the total invariant mass of the hadronic final state
to be above 140 GeV, the total transverse momentum above 20 GeV, and the absolute value of
the longitudinal momentum below 100 GeV. After clustering the hadronic final state into four jets,
using the VLC algorithm with a radius of 1.6 and β = γ = 0.8, we require one of the resulting jets to
have a b-tag value of at least 0.6 (for the b-jet candidate from the decay of the spectator top quark)
and all other jets to have a b-tag value below 0.4. We also reject all events with a reconstructed
isolated lepton.
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Figure 30: Distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of the invisible decay product for the
FCNC decay t→ cE/, reconstructed at 380 GeV CLIC after preselection cuts. The background con-
tributions coming from 6-fermion (green histogram), four-fermion (red) and quark pair (magenta)
production processes are normalised to 1.0 ab−1 while the signal samples, for the assumed mass
of the invisible scalar of 50, 100 and 150 GeV (blue histograms) are normalised to BR(t → cE/)
= 10−3.
To reconstruct the kinematics of the event we assume that the jet with the highest c-tag value
comes from the FCNC top-quark decay while the two remaining jets result from the W boson
decay. This choice of jet configuration matches the true decay kinematics in about 70% to 75%
of signal events (depending on the scalar mass). The invariant mass of the signal top xquark as
well as the invariant mass of the invisible decay product can then be reconstructed from the energy-
momentum conservation. Figure 30 shows the distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass of
the invisible decay product for signal events (for the scalar masses of 50, 100 and 150 GeV) and
for different background samples. For the signal samples the efficiency of the pre-selection cuts
described above varies between 35% and 42% (depending on the scalar mass), while for the four-
fermion and quark-pair background samples it is about 0.35% to 0.16%, respectively.
For the final discrimination between the FCNC decay events and the SM background processes, a
multivariate analysis is used. The BDT classification algorithm is trained, separately for low scalar
masses (signal scalar masses of 25 GeV, 50 GeV and 75 GeV) and high scalar masses (signal
scalar masses of 100 GeV, 125 GeV and 150 GeV). The set of variables includes: total energy
of the event Etot, total transverse momentum pT, total invariant mass Minv, missing mass Mmiss,
sphericity and acoplanarity of the event, minimum (ymin) and maximum (ymax) distance cuts for
four-jet reconstruction with the VLC algorithm, b-jet energy and invariant mass, reconstructed
masses of the two top quarks, reconstructed mass and energy of the invisible scalar, and the χ2
value calculated from the reconstructed masses of the W boson and two top quarks. For each
considered value of the invisible scalar particle mass the BDT response distribution was plotted
for events in the ±30 GeV window in the reconstructed particle mass. Examples of the response
distributions for the low mass and high mass BDT classifiers, for the selected masses of 50 GeV
and 125 GeV, are shown in Figure 31. Details on the selection efficiency for the two selected
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Figure 31: Response distributions of the BDT classifiers used for the final selection of t → cE/
events at
√
s = 380GeV, for an assumed mass of the invisible decay product of 50 GeV (low mass
selection; left) and 125 GeV (high mass selection; right). The total background (red histogram) is
normalised to 1.0 ab−1 while the signal (events with a FCNC top quark decay; blue histogram) is
normalised to BR(t → cE/) = 10−3. The hatched histogram indicates the contribution from four
fermion and quark-pair backgrounds.
values of the invisible scalar mass are summarised in Table 16. For high values of BDT response,
BDT>0.25, the background is dominated by the six-fermion sample, while the suppression factor
for four-fermion and quark-pair background is at the level of 10−5 and 10−6, respectively.
Expected limits on the branching ratio of the FCNC top-quark decay t → cE/ were calculated as a
function of the scalar particle mass from a comparison of the measured BDT response distribution
(in the ±30 GeV reconstructed mass window) with the distributions expected for the background
only hypothesis and the one including signal contribution. The limits calculated using the CLs
approach [139] for 1.0 ab−1 collected at 380 GeV are summarised in Figure 32.
11 Phenomenological interpretations
The capabilities of CLIC to improve our knowledge of top-quark physics can be directly illustrated
by studying the sensitivity to new physics in the top-quark sector. This section describes the BSM
implications of such top-quark measurements. We start from a general EFT interpretation, followed
by a more specific analysis in the context of top-quark compositeness scenarios.
The results presented are based on full simulation studies at all three stages of CLIC and clearly
illustrate the physics potential of CLIC in the top-quark sector. Note however that the results, to
some extent, are partial in the sense that they do not include all the top-quark related measurements
possible at CLIC. Furthermore, the results should be studied in the broader context of the global
sensitivity of CLIC to the SM EFT, discussed in [55] and references therein.
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Sample σ εPre (%) εBDT>0.25 (%) NBDT>0.25
Low mass selection, mDM = 50 GeV
FCNC t → cE/ 1.32 fb 41 29 155
6-fermion 691 fb 4.0 3.3 935
4-fermion 13 pb 0.35 0.17 77
qq 21 pb 0.16 0.11 36
High mass selection, mDM = 125 GeV
FCNC t → cE/ 1.32 fb 40 51 266
6-fermion 691 fb 4.0 4.0 1080
4-fermion 13 pb 0.35 0.20 92
qq 21 pb 0.16 0.042 14
Table 16: Cross section values, selection efficiencies and numbers of events expected for signal
and background processes in the analysis searching for FCNC decay t → cE/ at CLIC at 380 GeV.
Results are presented for a mass of the invisible scalar particle, mDM, of 50 GeV (upper part of the
table) and 125 GeV (lower part). Selection efficiencies are quoted for pre-selection (εPre) and the
final selection of the signal enhanced sample with the BDT response cut, BDT>0.25. Numbers of
events correspond to a luminosity of 1.0 ab−1 with equal amounts of -80% and +80% polarisation
running, and BR(t → cE/) = 10−3 for signal events.
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Figure 32: Limits at 95% C.L. on the top quark FCNC decay t → cE/ expected for 1.0 ab−1
collected at 380 GeV CLIC equal amounts of -80% and +80% electron beam polarisation, as a
function of the assumed mass of the invisible decay product, mDM. Limits are calculated from the
BDT response distribution in the ±30 GeV window in the reconstructed particle mass. Two BDT
algorithms are trained separately for low and high mass range.
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11.1 General top-philic interpretation
Under the simple hypothesis of top-philic BSM, motivated and outlined in Section 4.4, it is pos-
sible to restrict the global EFT interpretation of top-quark physics to the nine operators given in
Table 3. For simplicity, we further restrict the analysis presented below to CP-conserving BSM
physics, which implies real operator coefficients, leading to a total of nine real parameters to be
determined.xix The top-quark pair production process is sensitive to seven of these operators. The
two missing ones are the combination Q(1)ϕq +Q
(3)
ϕq , which does not affect the electroweak interac-
tions of the top-quark, and Qtϕ . The latter operator modifies the top Yukawa coupling by an amount
∆yt = v
2Ctϕ , where v = 246 GeV and Ctϕ is the Wilson coefficient of the corresponding operator
Qtϕ . Hence it is probed at 1σ level by the ttH analysis reported in Section 9.1:
xx
[Ctϕ ]1σ =
1
v2
[∆yt ]1σ ' 0.4 TeV−2 . (11.1)
While it corresponds to a rather low “operator scale” Λtϕ ≡ 1/
√
Ctϕ ' 1.5 TeV, we will see in
the next section that this sensitivity allows to probe a much higher new physics scale in top-quark
compositeness scenarios, where Ctϕ can be enhanced by a strong coupling. While the operator
combination Q(1)ϕq +Q
(3)
ϕq does not affect the electroweak interactions of the top-quark, it does mod-
ify the left-handed bbZ coupling as δgb,L/gb,L = (C
(1)
ϕq +C
(3)
ϕq )v
2/(c2W + s
2
W/3). The sensitivity of
LEP to the bottom couplings was at the per mille level, corresponding to
[C(1)ϕq +C
(3)
ϕq ]1σ ' 1.4 ·10−2 TeV−2 ' [8TeV]−2 . (11.2)
It is thus legitimate to restrict the EFT analysis of the top-quark pair production to the orthogonal
combination Q(1)ϕq −Q(3)ϕq , i.e. to set C(1)ϕq = −C(3)ϕq and report results for C−ϕq = C(1)ϕq −C(3)ϕq . Note
that Q(1)ϕq +Q
(3)
ϕq is the only combination of the top-philic operators that modifies the bottom quark
interactions with the gauge fields, hence no further LEP constraint needs to be taken into account.
The seven operators that contribute to top-quark pair production are probed through the measure-
ment of σ tt and AFB, as outlined in Section 8. Here we consider the semi-leptonic final states of tt
production presented in Section 8.2 and Section 8.4, thus covering all three of the proposed CLIC
energy stages.xxi The analysis of radiative events at
√
s = 1.4 TeV, presented in Section 8.3, could
have been included to further reduce the amount of flat space in the EFT fit, however, as we will
see in the next subsection, the use of statistically optimal observables efficiently eradicates all such
flat directions for the analyses considered. As demonstrated in the individual analysis sections of
Section 8, the background levels are small compared to the signals; for technical reasons we have
neglected the backgrounds in the following EFT studies.
xixCP-breaking new physics could also be studied, but this would require taking into account potentially strong con-
straints from electric dipole moments and other low-energy probes. This goes beyond the scope of the present studies,
see however [117].
xxThis corresponds to the single-operator sensitivity to Ctϕ , i.e. the sensitivity when Qtϕ is the only operator with
a BSM effect. A global EFT interpretation of the ttH analysis, duly combined with tt production and with the other
probes of top-quark physics, would be needed for a more robust assessment of the sensitivity.
xxiIncluding final-states with a tau lepton, or the fully-hadronic channel could ultimately also somewhat strengthen
the constraints presented.
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Figure 33: Global EFT analysis results for top-quark pair production at the 380 GeV and 1.4 TeV
CLIC, using respectively 1.0ab−1 and 2.5ab−1, equally shared between ±80% electron beam po-
larisation configurations at the initial stage and split in the ratio 80:20 at the higher-energy stage.
1σ sensitivities to the seven Wilson coefficients for the combination of AFB and σ tt are shown in
orange bars, and for the statistically optimal observables in blue bars. The corresponding single-
operator sensitivities are shown as ticks of the same colour for the two set of operators. The corre-
lation matrix among the Wilson coefficients for the fits using the statistically optimal observables
(left). Empty matrix elements indicate values closer to 0 than to 0.1.
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Figure 34: Same as Figure 33, but including operation at 3 TeV CLIC using 5.0ab−1, split in the
ratio 80:20 for operation with -80% and +80% electron beam polarisation, respectively.
The resulting global and individual 1σ constraints on the seven Wilson coefficients obtained for
CLIC operation at
√
s= 380 GeV and
√
s= 1.4 TeV are presented in orange in Figure 33. Note that
the reach of the initial CLIC stage alone does not allow for the simultaneous determination of the
seven Wilson coefficients. While the global reach is illustrated in bars, the corresponding single-
operator sensitivities are shown as ticks of the same colour. The sensitivities are measured in TeV−2
on the lower horizontal axis (and reported in numbers of the same unit), while the upper horizontal
axis reports the sensitivity to the operator scale Λ≡ 1/√C. Figure 34 shows the sensitivity of CLIC
when also including the results at the highest energy stage with collisions at
√
s = 3 TeV.
Better sensitivity is obtained using statistically optimal observables, as described in [117], and in
[122–124]. For each EFT operator Oi, the corresponding observable is defined [119], as the sum
over the data sample of the derivative of the logarithm of the differential cross section with respect
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to its Wilson coefficient Ci, evaluated for vanishing C’s. The fully differential cross section for the
e+e−→ tt→ bW+bW− process is employed in order to maximise the sensitivity. It is computed at
LO for a massless b-quark, in the narrow-width approximation for the top quark, ignoring ISR and
beamstrahlung. The expected sensitivities and the covariance matrix in the EFT parameter space are
obtained, for simplicity, by asymptotic formulas that rely on the same LO expression. Notice that
this approach requires truncating the EFT prediction at the linear level in the Wilson coefficients.
This approximation is found to be accurate for this set of observables and a full linear collider
physics programme. Realistic efficiencies, derived from the results of Section 8.2 and Section 8.4,
are applied for the total event yields in the semi-leptonic final states. The resulting constraints are
presented in blue in Figure 33 and Figure 34, and constitute a significant improvement compared
to the combination of σ tt and AFB alone for all coefficients considered. Correlation matrices are
displayed for the fits using the statistically optimal observables.
Figure 35 displays the global and individual 1σ constraints on the seven Wilson coefficients ob-
tained for operation at
√
s = 380GeV only, in combination with the 1.4TeV stage, and including
also the 3TeV stage. In conclusion, we find that operation at high energy dramatically improves the
sensitivity to the four-fermion operators Qlq,B, Qlq,W , and Qlt,B, and to a lesser extent, to QtB and
QtW . This is due to the fact that the four-fermion operators give a contribution to the amplitude that
grows quadratically with the centre-of-mass energy as explained in Section 4.4. The contributions
to the amplitude of the operators QtB and QtW also grow with energy, but only linearly, and so the
improvement is less significant. The sensitivity to the four-fermion operators improves by more
than one order of magnitude with the high-energy stages.
By combining the sensitivities to the seven Wilson coefficients and the correlations among them,
one can reconstruct the likelihood and use it for a rigorous reinterpretation of the result in explicit
BSM scenarios where theoretical correlations are present among the operator coefficients. This is
done for two top-quark compositeness scenarios as presented in Section 11.2.
11.2 Top-quark compositeness
Scenarios where supposedly elementary SM particles are actually composite bound states origi-
nating from more fundamental dynamics are particularly well-motivated for the Higgs boson since
Higgs compositeness at the TeV scale would arguably be the simplest solution to the Electroweak
Naturalness Problem. The same is true also for the top quark, whose dynamics are strongly tied to
that of the Higgs boson. Here we focus on the “canonical” scenario (see [144] for a recent review)
where the Higgs boson is a pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone boson of an underlying strongly-interacting
composite sector, broadly characterised by a mass scale m∗ and by a coupling strength parameter
g∗ [145]. Top-quark compositeness emerges naturally in this framework [113], and it is actually
believed to be the only viable option to generate the top Yukawa coupling [146].
In this model, top-quark compositeness is characterised by two couplings, yL and yR, that control
the strength of the mixing of the qL doublet and of the tR singlet to the composite sector dynam-
ics, respectively. In order for yL,R to produce a realistic top Yukawa coupling, they have to fulfil
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Figure 35: Summary of the global EFT analysis results using statistically optimal observables for
the three CLIC energy stages. The colour bars indicate the 1σ constraints on each of the seven
Wilson coefficients. The blue bars illustrate the results for the full CLIC programme of consecu-
tive operation at 380 GeV, 1.4 TeV, and 3 TeV, using respectively 1.0ab−1, 2.5ab−1, and 5.0ab−1,
equally shared between ±80% electron beam polarisation configurations at the initial stage and
split in the ratio 80:20 at the higher-energy stages. Similarly, the green bars give the results of op-
eration at 380 GeV and 1.4 TeV, excluding the 3 TeV stage. The corresponding individual operator
sensitivities are shown as ticks. Note that a global fit is not possible for operation at 380 GeV alone,
for which the individual operator constraints are shown in red.
parametrically (i.e., up to dimensionless factors) the relation
yt '
yLyR
g∗
. (11.3)
There are infinitely many ways to satisfy Equation 11.3; the only constraint is yL,R ≤ g∗ (out of
which one derives g∗ > yt) for internal consistency of the construction. It is however sufficient to
focus on two benchmark scenarios:
Partial compositeness: yL = yR =
√
ytg∗ , (11.4)
Total tR compositeness: yL = yt , yR = g∗ . (11.5)
The names reflect the fact that the presence of the yL,R mixings make the physical qL and tR particles
an admixture of elementary and composite degrees of freedom, with a fraction of compositeness
yL/g∗ and yR/g∗, respectively. For the partial compositeness scenarios in Equation 11.4, the two
chiralities possess the same compositeness fraction, while for total tR compositeness scenarios in
Equation 11.5, the right-handed component is a fully composite state and the left-handed one is
mostly elementary. The third logical possibility would be fully composite qL = {tL,bL}; however,
this is disfavoured by the constraints from bottom quark physics.
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The couplings yL, yR and g∗ control, together with the mass scale m∗ of the BSM particles, the ex-
pected magnitude of the d = 6 EFT operators that are obtained in models of this sort by integrating
out the composite sector dynamics. The power-counting formula reads
L d=6 =
1
m2∗
1
g2∗
L̂ [yLqL, yRtR, g∗ϕ, gVVµ ] , (11.6)
where L̂ is a generic (gauge-invariant) d = 6 local functional of the fields and their derivatives with
dimensionless coefficients. The Higgs field ϕ is fully composite, hence it appears with coupling
g∗. The SM gauge fields, which are collectively denoted as V , are elementary and couple through
gauge interactions, i.e. with the ordinary SM gauge couplings gV . The composite sector coupling
g∗ is necessarily larger than yt , as previously mentioned, but apart from this it can a priori assume
any value up to the maximal coupling strength of 4pi . Large g∗ values are perfectly plausible or
even expected because of the underlying strongly interacting nature of the composite sector. It is
thus important to explore the whole range g∗ ∈ [yt , 4pi], including values well above 1, for which
Equation 11.6 predicts large departures from the naive 1/m2∗ estimate of the Wilson coefficients.
Based on Equation 11.6, the coefficients of the top-philic operators in Table 3 can be estimated up
to dimensionless coefficients, denoted as “γ”. The coefficients are grouped into four categories:
Higgs current operators:
Cϕt = y
2
Rγϕt
1
m2∗
, C(1)ϕq = y
2
Lγ
(1)
ϕq
1
m2∗
, C(3)ϕq = y
2
Lγ
(3)
ϕq
1
m2∗
(11.7)
Most models enjoy an accidental symmetry, dubbed PLR custodial [147], that enforces C
(1)
ϕq +C
(3)
ϕq =
0 up to small loop corrections. Hence in what follows we will set γ (1)ϕq =−γ (3)ϕq and consequently we
ignore the bbZ constraint in Equation 11.2. Ordinary custodial symmetry can also suppress γϕt ,
which are thus also set conservatively to zero. At large g∗ these operators (or at least the remaining
combination) are significantly enhanced, particularly so in the total tR compositeness scenario in
Equation 11.5.
Modified top Yukawa:
Ctϕ = yLyRg∗γ tϕ
1
m2∗
= ytg
2
∗γ tϕ
1
m2∗
(11.8)
where we used Equation 11.3. Note the quadratic enhancement with g∗, which boosts the sensitivity
to m∗ of the yt determination in Equation 11.1.
Four-fermion operators:
Clt,B = g
′2 y
2
R
g2∗
γ lt,B
1
m2∗
Clq,B = g
′2 y
2
L
g2∗
γ lq,B
1
m2∗
Clq,W = g
2 y
2
L
g2∗
γ lq,W
1
m2∗
(11.9)
These operators emerge from couplings with the gauge fields, as indicated in Table 3, hence their
coefficient is proportional to the corresponding gauge coupling. They are subsequently converted
into four-fermion operators through equations of motion, and this brings a second power of the
gauge coupling. Their coefficients are all suppressed at large g∗ in the partial compositeness sce-
nario, while for total tR compositeness one of them, Clt,B, is unsuppressed.
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Figure 36: “Optimistic” (light color) and “pessimistic” (dark color) 5σ discovery regions for the
partial compositeness (left) and the total tR compositeness (right) scenarios. The orange contours
are derived from the tt global fit in Section 11.1, while the green contour is derived from the top
Yukawa analysis in Equation 11.1. Only the optimistic case is shown for the top Yukawa analysis.
Dipole operators:
CtB = ytg
′γ tB
1
m2∗
·
(
g2∗
16pi2
)
CtW = ytgγ tW
1
m2∗
·
(
g2∗
16pi2
)
(11.10)
The loop suppression factor clearly does not emerge from the power-counting formula in Equa-
tion 11.6. It is included because in all known perturbative (i.e., g∗ < 4pi) realisations of the com-
posite Higgs scenario these operators cannot be generated at tree-level. While we cannot exclude
the existence of perturbative models that do not experience such a suppression, we include the loop
factor in order to obtain a conservative estimate of the sensitivity.
The results from the global EFT fit reported in Section 11.1 were employed for an assessment of
the CLIC exclusion and discovery reach of the top-quark compositeness scenarios at 3 TeV. The
results, focussing on 5σ discovery for brevity, are reported in Figure 36. The figure is obtained by
varying the dimensionless parameters γ in the range [1/2,2] independently, and taking the values
that minimise or maximise the likelihood at each point of the (m∗,g∗) plane. This produces two
discovery contours, that each correspond to optimistic and pessimistic assumptions on the values
of γ that will be obtained in the underlying UV theory. The impact of the top-quark pair production
analysis (from Figure 35) is shown separately from the top Yukawa determination in Equation 11.1.
For the latter we only display the optimistic case which is still less powerful than the reach of tt .
The four-fermions operators, due to the very strong sensitivity from operation at
√
s = 3 TeV play
a dominant role in the reach. The conclusion is that top-quark compositeness can be discovered at
CLIC up to 8 TeV, and more than 20 TeV can be reached in favourable configurations. In particular,
top-quark compositeness emerging in connection to the Naturalness Problem can be conclusively
probed at CLIC.
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12 Summary and conclusions
A detailed study of the top-quark physics reach of CLIC has been presented in this paper, in the
context of CLIC operating at three energy stages: 1.0 ab−1 at
√
s =380 GeV, 2.5 ab−1 at 1.4 TeV
and 5.0 ab−1 at 3 TeV.
The initial stage of operation includes an energy scan in the top-quark pair production threshold
region, which allows the top-quark mass to be extracted in a theoretically well-defined manner with
a precision of around 50 MeV assuming an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. Additional mass
measurements at 380 GeV, based on the reconstruction of hadronic top-quark decays or the energy
spectrum of ISR photons with complementary systematic uncertainties, might improve the overall
understanding of the top-quark mass further. The projections presented are limited by theoretical
uncertainties and CLIC would benefit from future theoretical work focusing on the top-quark pair
production threshold region.
The large number of top quarks produced at 380 GeV in combination with the relatively low back-
ground levels and c-tagging capabilities of the CLIC detector concepts allows competitive searches
for FCNC decays with charm quarks in the final state, such as t→ cγ and t→ cH.
Pair production of the top quark in electron-positron collisions gives indirect sensitivity to new
physics contributions. At 380 GeV the jets from top-quark decays are well separated and can be
reconstructed individually. Boosted top tagging techniques based on jet substructure information
are needed to reconstruct top-quark pair production events with sufficient precision at the higher-
energy CLIC stages. Tagging efficiencies for hadronically decaying top quarks in the boosted
regime of 70% are achieved thanks to the low background levels, and the high granularity and
excellent jet energy resolution of the detector concepts optimised for PFA.
A global interpretation of top-quark pair production using seven Wilson coefficients requires at
least two energy stages. New physics scales of the order of tens of TeV can be reached. The results
of the EFT fit have been used to assess the CLIC sensitivity for top-quark compositeness, where
the reach extends to compositeness scales of up to about 10 TeV.
The higher-energy stages also allow the study of top-quark pair production in association with other
particles. At 1.4 TeV the top Yukawa coupling can be measured with a precision of 2.7% using ttH
events. In addition, the ttH process allows searches to be made for a CP-odd contribution to the
ttH coupling. Further, operation at 3 TeV gives access to top-quark pair production in vector boson
fusion.
Final states with top-quark pairs are very complex and the performance is often limited by re-
construction issues like the confusion in the jet clustering. Here, CLIC would profit from further
improvements of the jet reconstruction algorithms and boosted top-tagging strategies.
Overall, the assumed energy staging scenario is well suited for exploiting the CLIC potential in
the area of top physics. The energy of the first stage is high enough to avoid large theoretical
uncertainties from threshold effects in the interpretation of top-quark pair production. While the
maximum of the ttH cross section at about 800 GeV is below the centre-of-mass energy of the
second CLIC stage, the decreasing cross section is compensated by fact that the luminosity of a
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linear collider rises with energy. A similar precision of the top Yukawa coupling measurement is
possible at 1.4 TeV compared to operation near the maximum of the ttH cross section. The sen-
sitivity of top-quark pair production, including vector boson fusion, to new physics contributions
benefits from the largest possible centre-of-mass energy. The unique capability of CLIC to reach
an energy of 3 TeV substantially enhances the reach of these measurements.
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A Helicity amplitudes in top-quark pair production
We list below the helicity amplitudes M̂ that appear in Equation 4.3:
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where the following definitions are used (same as in [50]):
F Li j =−F γi j +
(
−12 + s2W
sWcW
)(
s
s−m2Z
)
FZi j ,
F Ri j =−F γi j +
(
s2W
sWcW
)(
s
s−m2Z
)
FZi j .
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B Additional event selection summary tables
σ [ fb] εPre [%] εMVA [%] N
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
Process
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)a 16.6 8.7 4.0 5.0 90 92 1,199 200
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)b 30.2 16.0 0.49 0.51 79 82 235 33
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 23.2 12.3 0.65 0.65 45 50 137 20
e+e−(6→ tt)→ qqqqlν 72.3 16.5 0.42 0.63 62 73 371 38
e+e−→ qqqqqq 116 44.9 0.26 0.29 17 17 105 11
e+e−→ qqlνlν 44.1 15.3 0.68 1.3 73 64 432 66
e+e−→ qqqq 2,300 347 0.017 0.033 4.6 14 35 8
e+e−→ qqlν 6,980 1,640 0.0051 0.0044 3.4 18 24 7
e+e−→ qqll 2,680 2,530 0.0041 0.0022 13 25 27 7
e+e−→ qq 4,840 3,170 0.015 0.0074 10 7.9 147 9
aKinematic region defined as
√
s′ ∈ [400,900) TeV
b
√
s′ 6∈ [400,900) TeV
Table 17: Pre-selection and final event selection efficiencies and expected number of events for
the analysis of tt production with radiative events in the interval 400 GeV ≤
√
s′ < 900 GeV, as-
suming an integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1 and 0.5ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%,
respectively.
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σ [ fb] εPre [%] εMVA [%] N
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
Process
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)a 11.0 5.79 33 30 86 85 6,271 744
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)b 35.8 18.9 6.3 5.5 80 81 3,598 420
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 23.2 12.3 10 9.5 34 27 1,647 161
e+e−(6→ tt)→ qqqqlν 72.3 16.5 3.7 9.5 49 34 2,652 270
e+e−→ qqqqqq 116 44.9 2.5 2.8 7.9 7.3 454 46
e+e−→ qqlνlν 44.1 15.3 3.0 4.8 62 55.9 1,652 207
e+e−→ qqqq 2,300 347 0.24 0.39 2.2 3.2 241 22
e+e−→ qqlν 6,980 1,640 0.042 0.021 3.2 8.6 185 15
e+e−→ qqll 2,680 2,530 0.024 0.016 6.4 6.8 82 14
e+e−→ qq 4,840 3,170 0.18 0.14 4.4 6.4 777 145
aKinematic region defined as
√
s′ ∈ [900,1200) TeV
b
√
s′ 6∈ [900,1200) TeV
Table 18: Pre-selection and final event selection efficiencies and expected number of events for
the analysis of tt production with radiative events in the interval 900 GeV ≤
√
s′ < 1200 GeV,
assuming an integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1 and 0.5ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%,
respectively.
σ [ fb] εPre [%] εMVA [%] N
P(e−) -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80% -80% +80%
Process
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)a 18.4 9.83 37 34 86 88 11,598 1,496
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = e,µ)b 28.5 14.9 3.1 3.3 83 86 1,468 209
e+e−(→ tt)→ qqqqlν (l = τ) 23.2 12.3 12 13 31 27 1,705 209
e+e−(6→ tt)→ qqqqlν 72.2 16.5 4.8 7.1 47 63 3,283 369
e+e−→ qqqqqq 116 44.9 2.2 2.2 5.2 5.9 272 29
e+e−→ qqlνlν 44.1 15.3 1.5 2.4 56 65 740 122
e+e−→ qqqq 2,300 347 0.45 0.71 1.1 2.0 217 25
e+e−→ qqlν 6,980 1,640 0.048 0.026 2.2 6.2 145 13
e+e−→ qqll 2,680 2,530 0.031 0.021 3.8 6.5 64 18
e+e−→ qq 4,840 3,170 0.30 0.21 1.6 2.7 466 86
aKinematic region defined as
√
s′ ≥ 1.2 TeV
b
√
s′ < 1.2 TeV
Table 19: Pre-selection and final event selection efficiencies and expected number of events for
the analysis of tt production with radiative events in the interval
√
s′ ≥ 1200 GeV, assuming an
integrated luminosity of 2.0ab−1 and 0.5ab−1 for P(e−) = -80% and P(e−) = +80%, respectively.
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